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others of the younger generation who
have given us occasion to be proud.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
CHAMPS

Mr. WILLIAMS of New Jersey. Mr.
President, it is a pleasure and an honor
to inform the Senate that the World
Little League series champions of
Wayne, N.J., came to Washington yes
terday.

Their host here is their Congressman,
BOB ROE, Democrat of the Eighth Dis
trict. I understand a fine time is being
had by all and that the Wayne champs
are able to get in some sightseeing while
in Washington.

These fine young New Jerseyans de
feated their opponents 2-0 in a hard
fought battle. The game, in Williams
port, Pa., last weekend, was attended by
over 3,000 residents of Wayne.

All of us appreciate what it means to
be the very best there is. These young
men have proven their worth-they are
champs. I salute them and wish them
well. May their victories on the playing
field be the measure of their future suc
cesses in life.

I ask unanimous consent that a story
from the Sunday Record of August 30, by
Ron Drogo, be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

LITTLE LEAGUE CHAMPIONS: WONDERFUL
WAYNE

(By Ron Drogo)
WILLIAMSPORT, PA.-TIle big bats of Wayne

N.J., were stilled yesterday, but little Dave
Shaver made sure the Jersey champs became
the World Little League champions.

Shaver, who had only one infield hIt in
two previous Series games, lashed a two-run
double to left-center in the second Inning
to give Wayne a 2-0 victory over Campbell,
Calif., In the World Series final.

Shaver's hit and some sparkling defensive
play made Steve O'Neil a winner although
he strugglecl throughout. The righthander
allowed six hits, walked two and left nine
California runners stranded, six of them in
scoring position.

"With Steve far from his best and our big
hitters handcuffed, I never believed we could
win," said Manager Gene Cancelllerl. "But
our defense was great and little Davy really
oame through."

Shaver's two-bagger, a liner which bounced
past centerfielder Kevin Linnane, scored Ron
Webb and Bob Houghton, both of whom had
sIngled.

Wayne got just one more hit, Mike Fan
tau's fourth-Inning single, off big Tom Davis.

"We weren't ready for a pitcher that good,"
Cancellieri said. "He Was just fantastic. I
can't believe we dId It,"

Davis fanned 12, InclUding Len Frucl three
times. Fruci brought a .600 batting average
into the final and had hit 11 homers in 14
games, Including two here.

DEFENSE AIDED O'NEIL
O'Neil, who had no-hit Valleyfield, Que.,

Can., WedneSday, really didn't have much.
But the Wayne defense helped him out of
serious jams in the first two Innings.

Two bloop Singles put Campbell runners
on first and second with two out In the first.
But rightfielder Fantau made a fine one
handed catch of Hank Rowland's liner to end
the threat.

In the second, the losers loaded the bases

With one out. But O'Nell fanned Steve Esau
and Shaver made a running catch of Ricky
Roth's liner in right-center.

The Californians had runners on In every
Inning except the sixth. O'Neil retired the
side in the final inning on a come-backer
and two strikeouts.

"I felt a little tired and stiff," O'Neil said.
"I just couldn't throw hard at all."

"He was quite nervous before the game,"
Cancellleri said. "And he was tired because
he usually gets more than two days rest,"

Davis was overpowering with his fastball
and added to its effectiveness with a good
off-speed curve. Craig Kornfeld, Frucl, Mark
Epstein, and O'Neil, the heart of the Wayne
lineup, got just one hit. That was an Epstein
Single with two out in the first.

"He stopped our meat," 'Cancellleri said,
"but our balance was the key."

Shaver, the little centerfielder who hadn't
gotten many hits or much recognition, was
the boy who brought the Little League World
Series championship to New Jersey for the
first time since 1949 when Hammonton won
it.

"I can't believe It. It's great, but r' just
can't believe it," said Cancellleri.

TOURNEY NOTES
Nicaragua took third place by beating

Highland, Ind., 3-0, in morning consolation
game ... More than 20,000 people watched
final, many of them sitting on grassy h111
behind outfield fences ... wayne pitchers,
O'Nell and Kornfeld, did not allow a run In
three World Series games . , . The new
champs leave for Washington, D,c., today
and have audience with President Richard
Nixon tomorrow.

AUTHORIZATION OF APPn,OPRIA
TIONS FOR MILITARY PROCURE
MENT AND OTHER PURPOSES
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-

pore. The hour of 9 o'clock having ar
rived, the Chair lays before the Senate
the unfinished business, which will be
stated.

The legislative clerk read the follow
ing:

A b111 (H.R. 1.7123) to authorize appro
priations during the fiscal year 1971 for pro
curement of aircraft, missiles, naval vessels,
and tracked combat vehicles, and other
weapons, and research, development, test,
and evaluation for the Armed Forces, lind to
prescribe the authorized personnel strength
of the Selected Reserve of each Reserve com
ponent of the Armed Forces, and for other
purposes.

The Senate proceeded to consider the
bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques
tion is on agreeing to amendment No.
862.

THE M'GOVERN-HATFIELD AMENDMENT
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, I do not

intend to vote for the McGovern-Hatfield
amendment. I have had grave reserva
tions about it from its inception as an
effective means of ending the war. Al
though its authors have made commend
able and frequent efforts to modify its
most controversial features, I still feel it
would detract from our efforts to nego
tiate a settlement of the war which
would end the war, not just American
participation in the war.

I take second place to no Senator in
my deep desire and commitment to end
the war in Vietnam. I have believed for
many years that the war has not been

in our national interest, does not affect
our own vital national security, and
should be ended.

I continue to believe that the way to
end the war is to promote meaningful
negotiations, and I am not dissuaded by
the failure so far of the Paris talks, be
cause the recent appointment of Am
bassador Bruce and the return to Paris
of Xuan Thuy have set the stage for a
new era in the negotiations. I have been
doing everything I can to urge the Presi
dent, Secretary Rogers, and Dr. Kis
singer to give Ambassador Bruce a green
light for peace.

The administration will have to intro
duce new positions if meaningful nego
tiations are to be realized. Now is the
time. Once again, I renew my call for the
appointment of a United Nations or other
appropriate representative to help ar
range a cease-fire in Vietnam and the
opening of an international conference,
all-Asian or otherwise, to end the war.
THE M'COVERN-HATFIELD AMENDMENT-A REA-

SONABLE TIMETABLE FOR WITHDRAWAL

Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, last
May the original text of this McGovern
Hatfield amendment was presented to
Congress and the American people.

At that time, many voiced their ap
proval of this amendment. Others, how
ever, although they favored the idea of
setting some sort of timetable for the
'Nithdrawal of troops from Vietnam, had
objections to some of the provisions con
tained in the original amendment.

During the intervening 3 months, sup
porters of the amendment have worked
earnestly to develop language which
would meet most of these objections,
without sacrificing the original intent.

I believe the time devoted to this end
has proven to be well worth the effort
and commend the final product the
Senate has before it today.

This amendment, as now drafted,
should go a long way in answering any
questions which some had about the ear
lier version; and all Senators who are
interested in preserving the role of the
Senate in matters of foreign policy
should support it.

Some criticized the withdrawal date of
June 30, 1971, in the original amend
ment as a "cut-and-run" policy; but the
December 31, 1971, date for "orderly ter
mination of military operations" and
"the safe and systematic withdrawal of
remaining Armed Forces" can hardly be
characterized in any such manner.

Surely, 16 more months for the orderly
termination of this costly war, one that
has now dragged on for more than 5
years, is a reasonable timetable.

In addition, of particular concern to
many with respect to the original version
was that it would "tie the hands" of the
President, militarily as well as diplo
matically.

That concern has been laid to rest.
The amendment now provides tha t if

the President finds in meeting the termi
nation date of December 31, 1971, the
Armed Forces of the United States are
exposed to "unanticipated clear and
present danger," he may suspend the
withdrawal for 60 days; and so report
these findings to Congress within 10 days
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in order that Congress can authorize a
further extension.

Diplomatically, I believe the setting of
a withdrawal date, combined with this
provision of flexibility, could well provide
a long overdue stimulus to the progress
of the peace talks in Paris.

On the one hand, the setting of a spe
cific withdrawal date will serve notice
to the Government of South Vietnam
that U.S. Armed Forces will not be on
the Asian mainland for an indefinite
period of time; and that it will, there
fore, be in their best interest to seek an
early negotiated settlement of the war
on the best terms possible.

Until the United States takes such a
firm position, why should the South
Vietnamese be overly concerned about
the progress of the negotiations?

On the other hand, the ftexibility
which the sponsors have built into this
amendment gives the President a strong
negotiating hand with the North Viet
namese and Vietcong. They have no
guarantee that if they "wait it out" until
December 31, American military forces
will have been withdrawn. The President
alone can delay the withdrawal by 2
months; and if found necessary request
Congress to delay it even longer should
the enemy launch a new offensive that
would endanger the safe withdrawal of
our troops. ,

The major intent of this amendment,
however, is to give the Senate an oppor
tunity to exercise its rightful role in the
formulation of foreign policy-to share
with the President the responsibility for
a plan to bring about the orderly end to
direct American military involvement in
Southeast Asia.

An overwhelming majority of the
American people seek this goal; and I
believe the chances for obtaining it are
far better if the Congress and the ad
ministration work together toward this
all important objective.

I believe this amendment provides the
Senate with an opportunity to exer
cise responsibly its role in foreign pOlicy;
and would hope, therefore, that it be
adopted.

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I
yield myself 2 minutes to reply to the
excellent statement of the Senator from
Missouri, who is a senior member of the
Committee on Foreign Relations and the
Committee on Armed Services. I com
mend him for the support that he brings
to this amendment.

As the Senator knows, during most of
the discussion and debate, the amend
ment has had a number of critics but
very few positive defenders of our pres
ent course in Vietnam. Very few people
understand why we have become so
heavily involved in Indochina.

Most of the opponents of the amend
ment have contented themselves largely
with criticism of the amendment, with
out making very much of a defense of
the alternative, which is what is taking
place in Vietnam now.

Does not the Senator think that the
burden of proof really ought not to be
on those who call for underinvolvement,
who call simply for ftexibility for the
President, who are opposed to the sur
render of the constitutional responsibili-

ties that are placed on Congress? It
seems to me that the burden of proof
ought to be on those who, according to
a recent projection by two defense ex
perts, recommend a situation in which
we would keep a residual force in Viet
nam over a period running, perhaps, to
1975, which could lead to the death of
another 15,000 Americans and the ex
penditure of another $50 billion.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator from South Dakota has
expired.

Mr. McGOVERN. I yield myself an
additional minute.

Does not the Senator think that the
burden of proof ought to be on those
who defend that kind of course rather
than the termination of the war?

Mr. SYMINGTON. If I may answer
somewhat indirectly, under the Consti
tution Congress should have some say
as to where, when, and how the youth
of America are to be sent to fight and
die for this country. We have had more
than half a million Amelicans in Ger
many for over a quarter of a century.
We have had some 60,000 military in Ko
rea for over 20 years. We have hundreds
of thousands in Southeast Asia. This
policy will break the back of the economy
of the United States if we are not more
careful.

It is such world "baby sitting" poli
cies which make it impossible in my
State of Missouri to have adequate
schools, adequate hospitals, adequate
control of pollution, adequate care for
our aged and ill. Too many people in
my State live in a manner in which they
should not live as citizens of the most
prosperous Nation in the world.

As-has been well said, all this is now
getting to the point where we are taking
money from the poor people in a rich
country so as to give it to the rich people
in poor countries.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator from South Dakota has
again expired.

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I yield
5 minutes to the distinguished Senator
from Oregon.

Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, I, too,
wish to express my appreciation for the
eloquent statement by the distinguished
Senator from Missouri (Mr. SYMINGTON)
because.it contributes greatly to the de
bate that has been taking place on the
ftoor of the Senate.

Let us put aside all the rhetoric about
whether or not we are supporting the
President and whether or not we are un
dermining the negotiations in Paris or
whether or not we are retreating into a
new isolationism. These are not the real
issues; they are not what are at stake
here today. Rather,let us simply examine
what the amendment prescribes. It says
that the Congress supports the President
in his currently announced withdrawal
plan, that the Congress believes that the
withdrawal should be completed by the
end of 1971-an opinion shared by the
majority of Americans-and that if the
President finds it necessary or advisable
to maintain troops beyond that time,
then he should simply obtain the au
thorization of the Congress.

To be opposed to that proposition is to

believe that the executive branch should
be able to chart any course of policy in
Indochina and maintain any level of
troops there into 1972 and beyond with
out the Congress saying a single word.

It is the difference between those who
would yield to the idolatry of the Presi
dency, those who would grant what
amounts to one-man rule, and those who
believe in the wisdom of the constitu
tional process which is designed to guide
this country.

We who support the amendment be
lieve that we have been granted, by the
people and by our Constitution, an ob
ligation and a duty to exercise a role in
the determination of the policies guiding
our Nation. We have constructed the
amendment not to be in opposition and
confrontation to the Executive, but sim
ply as a means to share in the respon
sibility which is ours.

Today, we shall choose to assume that
responsibility, or to continue to abdicate
it.

The future of our institutions is at
stake this morning. We have a chance
to begin the renewal of our constitu
tional system. We have a chance to dem
onstrate that Government is truly by the
people and for the people.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
HUGHES). Who yields time?

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I yield
myself 4 minutes.

This highly important amendment is,
I think, as grave a matter as we could
possibly have to consider in connection
with the war in Vietnam. No one is happy
about the war. Everyone wants the wind
ing down and termination to be success
ful and to be as early as possible. I stated
my main points yesterday, as I see it, that
the pending amendment is constitu
tional. It is a limitation on the expendi
ture of appropriated funds, and Congress
has the sole power under our system to
appropriate money. Therefore, it can
put limitations on that money.

The goal being the same, however, the
real question is how to do it. I think that
as of now the program of Vietllamization
and withdrawal is fairly successful. I
think that the power of the South Viet
namese Army is growing. I was skeptical
about the matter at first. However, my
opinion now is that the South Vietnamese
Army is growing and really developing
after all these years. It is now showing a
capacity to meet these situations which,
if it continues to improve, will perhaps
be successful.

I frankly said all the time that we may
reach a point where, if we withdraw
troops too soon, we will leave the ones
who are left behind in jeopardy. That is
a key decision that will have to be made.

I think the difficulty of all these things
is compounded if, in a feeling hardly of
emotion, we attempt to help the situation
by freezing in concrete here the termina
tion date.

I think that no Chief Executive of the
Nation can be effective as a negotiator or
peacemaker or in the conduct of a war
if he has· one of his hands tied behind
him. We ·had a pOlicy that had our boys'
hands tied behind them in the battlefield.
Now, this amendment unmistakably ties
the President's hand behind him. He is
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trying to get the boys out with his left
hand. But he has to keep this mailed
fist in position.

The President has been wise to say,
"I am not closing the door on aggressive
action if it is necessary."

That is just commonsense. I am not
an expert.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
HUGHES). The time of the Senator has
expired.

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I yield
myself 1 additional minut.e.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Mississippi is recognized
for 1 additional minute.

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I plead
with the Senate that as of now we should
not stampede. Let us go right on down
the road we are going, retaining what
ever power the Chief Executive has as
a negotiator.and as a peacemaker. He is
a man of discernment.

We should let him use whatever dis
cretion he can exercise. We should not
only let him do that, but we should also
keep the responsibility on him.

I feel that the President is trying to
do everything he can. If I did not feel
that way, I would not say what I am
saying.

I think that sometimes we need some
one to rock the boat, but not now in this
matter.

I hope that by a clearcut, clean, and
large majority the Senate rejects the
amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. HAT
FlEW) . Who yields time?

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I yield
3 minutes to the Senator from Iowa.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen
ator from Iowa is recognized for 3
minute".

Mr. HUGHES. Mr. President, I thank
the distinguished Senator ftom South
Dakota.

My contribution here this morning
will be brief. I think that over the course
of the year and 8 months that I have
been a Member of the U.S. Senate, this
particular subject matter has had the
greatest debate of any subject matter
that has been discussed before the
Senate.

I think that the pros and cons of the
question before us today are probably as
clearly put before the American people
as any other question has ever been.

I simply believe that the distinguished
Senator from Oregon put the question
very clearly when he asked if, in the
minds of the American people, we, the
elected representatives of the people in
the U.S. Senate, wish to take this action
to bring a logical conclusion to the war
in Indochina.

This method, I believe, can totally dis
engage our troops from the war in Indo
china and can do it with the fullest pro
tection for American men involved in
the combat area. It can also guarantee
sanctuary to the civilians in that area,
if they wish sanctuary and are in fear
of their lives after we leave. And it will
permit us to do our utmost to exert pres
sure for the repatriation of our prisoners
of war who may be lodged in any of those
nations.

We would be saying to the American
people that these are the goals and these
are the dates which allow enough lati
tude for the President to adjust to what
ever problems might arise in the mean
time. But we shOUld act to achieve the
maximum disengagement and with
drawal from this conflict. I think this
is ultimately important in this soul
searching time for our Nation.

I have the greatest respect for the
distinguished Senator from Mississippi,
the chairman of the Armed Services
Committee, and value his opinions
highly, and also those of my other dis
tinguished colleagues who have stated
the other side of this issue.

I believe that we have demonstrated
before the people of America that it is
vitally important to say not only to our
Nation but also to the world that we are
ending this conflict, that we are going !{>
negotiate a peaceful settlement, that we
are going to withdraw all of our troops,
and that Asian peoples, with the support
we can give them, are going to have to
take on the responsibility of their own
conflict.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I yield 3
minutes to the senior Senator from
Vermont.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen
ator from Vermont is recognized for 3
minutes.

Mr. AIKEN. Mr. President, Senators
HATFIELD and MCGOVERN are to be com
mended for their efforts to bring the war
in Indochina to an early conclusion.

The debate on their amendment has
been very much worthwhile.

It does not appear, however, that ap
proval of this amendment would be any
assurance that their objective could be
attained.

Congress cannot fix a specific date for
final withdrawal of our forces. I have
always held the position.

President Nixon has announced his in
tention of withdrawing our troops at an
early date and is effectively working to
ward this objective.

Let us look at the record to date.
On June 8, 1969, the President an

nounced that 25,000 troops would be
withdrawn before August 31, 1969.

This commitment was kept.
On September 16. he announced that

another 35,000 troops would be with
drawn by December 15.

By November 27 this commitment was
met, 3 weeks ahead of schedule.

On December 15, he announced that
another 50,000 troops would be with
drawn by April 15, 1970.

That commitment was also kept.
On April 20, 1970, he announced that

50,000 more troops would be out by
October 15 of this year plus 100,000 more
by the last of April 1971.

The present rate of withdrawal indi
cates that this commitment will also be
kept.

At this rate of withdrawal and consid
ering all factors involved, I doubt that
the adoption of the Hatfield-McGovern
amendment would speed up the rate of
our disengagement in Indochina.

A resolution expressing the sentiment
of the Congress that the earliest possible
Withdrawal with safety is our goal would
be more desirable and would indicate
cooperation between Congress and the
White House.

With 549,500 as the base figure, total
withdrawal on current announced sched
ule by next spring will be 265,500 or
nearly one-half the total in less than 2
year's time.

r believe that President Nixon fUlly
intends to keep his promise to end this
war and that adoption of the Hatfiield
McGovern amendment would not en
hance the prospects for an earlier end to
our involvement in Southeast Asia.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I
yield 3 minutes to the Senator from
Texas.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen
ator from Texas is recognized.
THE AMENDMENT TO DISENGAGE OUR TROOPS

FROM VIETNAM

Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President.
yesterday I placed before the Senate
petitions bearing the names of more than
10,000 persons from my home city of
Austin, Tex., requesting that all Ameri
can troops be withdrawn from South
east Asia by June 30, 1971. We are now
about to vote on a request to the Presi
dent to withdraw such troops by Decem
ber 31, 1971. In so doing, we are asking
the President to carry out his pledge to
the American people in 1968 to settle
the war in Southeast Asia. All the Hat
field-McGovern amendment does is to
request the President to settle the war
more than 2 years after he promised to
settle it.

The President won the 1968 election
by 0.43 percent-less than one-half of 1
percent-by promising to settle the war.
What is wrong with voting, nearly 2
years after the promise was made, to
ask the President to settle it? It should
help him; he can point to congressional
action as demanding and requesting it.
We take the political responsibility off
his back and place it on our own. This
I am willing to do.

The war is not an Indochina war; it
is an American war, fought in every in
stance by Americans and their hired
mercenaries, South Vietnamese, Korean,
Philippine, Thai-save only a token
force of Australian and New Zealanders.
We have poured over $110 billion into
Indochina, have lost over 338,000 of our
men dead and wounded, more than twice
our losses in the Korean conflict and
more than our total losses in World
War 1.

We have killed hundreds of thousands
of South Vietnamese civilians and
wounded over a million more. We have
burned their villages, poisoned their
fields and forests, virtually destroyed
their civilization. The civilized world
stands shocked at our ruling that it is
proper and legal for an American mili
tary man to kill 18 women and children
if he suspects that they sympathize with
the Vietcong.

Who wants us in South Vietnam? Not
the South Vietnamese people, not the
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North Vietnamese people, not the Viet
namese people. Our own polls show that
they want us out. Then what validity
is there in our continuing to stay, to send
back a long casualty list each week of
American boys dead and wounded be
cause we hire people to kill their own
people, and some of our own are lost in
the process.

It takes courage to vote for this meas
ure--far more than to vote against it.
Wayne Morse, Joe Clark, Ernest Gruen
ing, and I are examples of the price one
risks in voting against those who make
billions off this unwise, stupid war. A
director of Lockheed Aircraft ran against
me and spent $6.5 million to gain my
seat. That is a small price to pay if it
gains one vote in the Senate for those
who want this war to continue. But I
have a faith that right makes might,
and that right and wisdom will prevail
here in the Halls of the Congress, as I
believe it now does in the hearts and
minds of the American people.

We have a chance today to vote for
our little, timid request to the President
to do by 1972 what should have been
done 10 years earlier. The measure is
years late, but it is never too late to
start on a course of wisdom and justice.

Neither side here has a patent on pa
triotism. It is just as patriotic to oppose
the senseless killings and the monstrous
concentration jails of Vietnam, as it is
to support them. A percentage of Amer
icans taught the pleasure of killing in
Vietnam will be unable to reorient them
selves on their return to America, and
murder in the street will continue here.
Those who live by the sword will perish
by the sword. As wise old Ben Johnson
said:
Fear to do base unworthy things, is valour;
If they be done to us, to suffer them
Is valour too.

Mr. President, again I repeat my sup
port for amendment No. 862, to end the
war in Indochina, of which I am a co
sponsor. In the last 10 years, this war,
like a large and terrible cancer, has
spread over the face of Southeast Asia,
until today it is being waged not only
in Vietnam, but in Cambodia and Laos
as well. If it is not soon brought to an
end, it may tomorrow engulf all of Asia.
During these years, Congress has dis
cussed and debated extensively the legal,
economic, and moral aspects of the war,
but despite our seemingly endless talk,
Congress has shown very little desire to
exercise the power expressly granted to
it by the Constitution, and bring this
tragic chapter in the history of America
and the world 10 a close.

The amendment that is now before us
offers an opportunity for each Member
of the U.S. Senate to go on record as to
whether he wishes to continue this ter
rible military involvement which has
killed and maimed thousands of young
Americans, ruined our economy, and
sapped our national spirit, or take the
action necessary to bring the war to a
prompt and orderly end. Having care
fUlly studied the information, such as
it is, that has been presented to Con
gress regarding our involvement in
Southeast Asia, and having personally

toured the battlefields of Vietnam, I
have come to the firm conclusion that I
would be untrue to my duty to the peo
ple of the United States, to the citizens
of Texas, who have elected me as the
trustee of their public will, and to my
conscience, if I did not give my full
support to this reasonable and coura
geous effort to end America's involve
ment in this war and save the lives of
our gallant troops.

The terrible truth which we in this
country must face is that the Indochina
war is a mistake. It is not a Democratic
mistake or a Republican mistake, but
rather an American mistake. It resulted
from and has been prolonged by ow'
blind obedience to a foreign policy that
simply cannot work in the nuclear age.
Instead of recognizing our blunder, both
the Democratic and Republican adminis
trations have continued to follow these
outmoded theories with the result be
ing a wider and more costly war.

During this tragic period in our his
tory, attempts are constantly made to
justify our continued involvement in this
military misadventure. The American
people have been subjected to a con
tinuing flow of speeches, programs, con
ferences and promises regarding the
war. Out of this war has come a series
of words and slogans such as "pacifica
tion" and lately "Vietnamization" which
are ushered in with great pomp and cere
mony, only to evaporate in the hard
light of reality. The American people
have had their patience and trust
strained to the breaking point. They are
no longer willing to accept without ques
tion such shallow and fruitless plans for
ending the war as Vietnamization or put
their trust in so-called secret plans such
as the one to which President Nixon
continually refers. What they want is
positive proof that Congress wiII put
a stop .. to the killing of Americans in
Indochina.

The amendment we have offered gives
our people the action they call for. Since
it is obvious that the administration does
not know how to end this war or lacks the
will to do so, it is Congress' responsibilitJi
to end it and end it now.

Our country cannot continue to bear
the cost of this immoral and fruitless
conflict. As of August 22, 1970, the De
partment of Defense reports that 43,418
of America's finest young people have
died in battle in Southeast Asia. Another
8,425 persons have perished as a result
of disease and injuries sustained in these
foreign lands. This means that over
51,000 young lives have been abruptly
ended before they reach their most pro
ductive years. In addition to the tragic
loss of life, over 287,000 of our servicemen
have been wounded, some crippled for
life. Another 1,556 of our troops are either
missing or prisoners of war. This is twice
as many dead and wounded as we suf
fered in the Korean conflict, and more
than our total casualties in World War II.

We can only wonder what the world
has lost by the death of these young
people. The man who could have cured
cancer might have been among them. We
will never know how many potential
teachers, lawyers, doctors, engineers, sci-

entists, and artists we have lost. Nothing
we can say can ever bring the dead back
to life or restore the wounded and
crippled to health. We can, however, in
sure that no more of their generation
will be sacrificed in this purposeless
struggle.

In addition to the terrible loss of life,
this war has played havoc with the econ
omy of the Nation and halted progress in
many vital domestic areas. Never in the
history of our Nation have we been sub
jected to runaway inflation and rising
unemploymnet at the same time. The
cost of the war is being felt on every
domestic front. There is not enough
money to build and expand medical
schools, so that doctors can be trained
to treat our sick. Students cannot obtain
loans to continue their education. Col
leges and universities are turning away
students because they cannot bUild facil
ities to accommodate them. The average
American cannot purchase a suitable
home or borrow money from a bank with
out paying interest at the rate of 9 to
10 percent a year.

In 1969, the Government admitted
spending $29 billion on the Indochina
war. This year it plans to commit an
other $20 to $25 billion on this struggle.
Let us stop and think what this money
could be used for in this country. As one
author has suggested, the cost of 1 month
of the war by itself could provide enough
food to end hunger among 10 million
Americans, finance the annual cost of
State and local police forces, and train

.100,000 scientists. The cost of 1 year of
the war would bE: more than sufficient to
double the social security benefits of 20
million Americans.

Instead of spending America's tax dol
lars where they would benefit the major
ity of our people, the administration con
tinues to throw billions on the blood
soaked battleflelds of Vietnam, Cam
bodia, and Laos, while attacking funds
for education and health as inflationary.
War is inflationary, the most inflationary
of all physical governmental actions.
Education is not inflationary.

The recent veto of the education ap
propriations bill is an example of how
distorted our goals have become. The
bill that passed both Houses of Congress
was a modest measure, only $4.4 billion,
in comparison to the great need for in
creased education in America. Although
the President considers the expenditure
of $88 per student so inflationary that he
must veto this bill, he has shown no res
ervation whatsoever in paying $120 a
month to each Thai, Korean, and Philip
pine lieutenant fighting in Vietnam.
This administration, whose total budget
request for health programs averages
only $35 per person, does not mind pay
ing sergeants in the Thai Army that fight
in Vietnam $60 per month. The payment
by our Government of combat allowances
to the so-called volunteer forces of Thai
land, South Korea, and the Philippines
that serve in Vietnam which are higher
than those we pay our own troops is one
of the most shocking disclosures of this
war. The American public would never
had known that we are literally bribing
other Asian nations to flght with us in
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1 The average monthly per capita Philippine income is $16.67.

I The average monthly per capita Thai income is $13.92.

Note: Quarters and ralions paid by United States for both
Thai and Phillippine forces.

Source: Department of Defense.

Monthly .Monthly
base pay per diem

and and
quarters overseas

allowances allowances
paid by paid by Monthly

Philippines Ur.ited States total

1 The average monthly per capita U.S. income is $285.08.
, U.S. Armed Forces are paid according to the number of years

of service they have accumulated. Thus, there is a varying pay
scale within each rank. The above figures were supplied by the
Department 01 Defense based on the average number of years a
person has served when he altains the given rank.

, In addition to the above amounts, which represent an
allowance for "combat pay." the salaries of enlisted men
serving in Vietnam are exempt from income tax and officers'
salaries are exempt up to $500.

these polices. I know from personal ex
perience the impact of these attacks. In
my campaign for reelection, I was the
subject of relentless barrages of false
and malicious propaganda by those mer
chants of hate whose sole purpose was to
distort and twist my work for peace.
However, no public office or personal
honor is worth the life of a single Ameri
can. Therefore, regardless of the cost to
me personally, I shall not relent in my
efforts to rescue this country from this
cruel war.

Mr. President, the amendment we are
supporting presents a prompt and ef
ficient means for ending this war. It calls
for:

First, reduction in troops in Vietnam
to a level of 280,000 by April 30, 1971;

Second, complete withdrawal of all
American forces by December 31, 1971;
and

Third, authority for the President to
extend the withdrawal deadline by 60
days if our troops are exposed to a clear
and present danger during the with
drawal process.

It is not a defeatist proposal, but
rather a constructive plan for ending the
war and freeing our resources to be used
to battle against hunger, poverty, sick
ness, and ignorance.

In the final judgment of history, the
greatness of a nation will not be meas
ured by its ability to inflict misery, but
by its ability to do good. Let us put an
end to this war and enter a new era of
American greatness.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
to have printed in the RECORD an editorial
entitled "The Amendment To End the
Shell Game," published in the Washing
ton Post this morning.

There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE AMENDMENT To END THE SHELL GAME

Over the weekend the Associated Press in
vIted Senators McGovern and Griffin to argue
for, and against, the so-called Amendment
to End the War and while we don't agree
With all of what Senator McGovern had to
say (and least of all With the patently spuri
ous title that has been given to this meas
ure) we find ourselves dtsagreeing with Just
about everything Senator GrllIin said. When
his argument Is not merely specious It turns
upon Itself in a way whIch seems to us worth
noting as the Senate comes up to today's
final vote.

What Senator GrilIin winds up saying, on
behalf of the administration, Is that "There
Is no need at all for a law or anything else
seeking to accomplish what is already being
done." He quotes Mr. Nixon as saying that
his administration "has adopted a plan which
we have worked out In cooperation With the
South Vietnamese for the complete with.
drawal of all U.S. combat forces on an or
derly, scheduled timetable." He quotes Sec
retary Rogers as saying that this process Is
"irreversible"-that it "contemplates the
complete wIthdrawal of the troops in Viet
nam." and he acknowledges that a large part
of this Withdrawal, and therefore an Impor
tant part of the timetable, has already been
pUbllcly announced; by next April, "an adcU
tlonal 150,000 troops Will have come home."

So there Is apparently no harm in the
President's fixing some deadlines, a full year
ahead, and in making fiat and final com
mitments to eventual, total withdrawal. But

Thai forces in U.S. forces in
Vietnam Vietnam

Exceeds Annual
Annual the Annual overseas

overseas annual overseas allow·
allow· pe~c~~i~~ allow- ances
ances ances U.S.

paid by Thailand paid by forces
United ($130) United would

Rank States (limes) States 1 receive 2

Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
the use of mercenaries in this war only
underscores the futility of the entire
operation. This type of hoax only widens
the credibility gap that now exists in the
minds of millions of our citizens.

The impact of this war cahnot be
measured strictly in terms of casualties
incurred and dollars spent. The harm
that has been done to our national will
and spirit is beyond calculation. Not
since the Civil War has this country been
so divided and confused. With every day
that the war continues, these divisions
grow wider and more serious. In this
time of crisis, the Nation cries out for
strong moral leadership. But instead of
talking sense to the people, the present
administration only adds to the turmoil
in the country by trying to convince our
people that the prolonged plan of in
definite involvement called "Vietnamiza
tion" and fruitless excursions into Cam
bodia and other countries will bring what
is styled as "peace with honor." The
truth is that this so-called "peace with
honor" is nothing more than a hollow
slogan designed to intimidate concerned
citizens into remaining silent on this
matter. From the actions and policies of
this administration, it is apparent that
their concept of peace is total annihila
tion of the enemy, regardless of the cost.
Or as stated in the words of an ancient
Roman philosopher, "They make a des
ert, they call it peace." Such a policy will
not only fail, but will no longer be tol
erated by the American people.

Instead of "bringing us together" as
promised in his campaign, the adminis
tration is fueling the fires of those forces
who would suppress all free discussion
and debate of this question. Even the
Vice President of the United States has
stooped to unleasing unwarranted and
vicious attacks on anyone, inclUding the
Senators who support this amendment,
who raises his voice against the fallacy of
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'in addition to the above amounts which represent an allow
ance for "combat pay," the salaries of enlisted men serving
in Vietnam are exempt from income tax and officers salaries
are exempt up to $500.

'If paid in same ratio to annual per capita GNP of the United
States ($3,670) as Thais are paid.

Note: Figures in columns 1 and 3 are from Defense Depart·
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Defense Department figures to the annual per capita gross na
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figures used are from the World Bank Atlas 1969 and are for
the year 1967, the most recent year for which accurate figures are
avaIlable.
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this war, unless the distinguished Sena
tor from Arkansas, Senator FULBRIGHT,
had not made this practice public. Since
these facts have been poorly publicized in
many of the newspapers of this country,
I ask unanimous consent to have the fol
lowing comparative tables, originally in
troduced by Senator FuLBRIGHT, printed
at this point in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the tables
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

PHILIPPINE FORCES SENT TO VIETNAM 1
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when the Congress proposes to fix a time
table which Is no more binding, in effect,
than Mr. Nixon's timetable. and is in fact
quite consistent With it, this becomes "dan
gerous" and "disruptive" and a clear signal
to the Communists that they "need not ne
gotiate seriously, that they could attain by
default what they could not Win on the bat
tlefield." The Communists, senator Grifiin
tel1s us, have "in an infinite degree the ca
pacity to walk with time."

Wel1. so they do. And so they can also read,
which means that they can probably tel1 the
difference between a piece of legislation
which is open-ended, as currently revised,
obliging the President only to ask for more
time if he wishes to extend the deadline, and
a public presidential commitment Which is
"irreversible." As a practical matter, the
amended McGovern-Hatfield provision re
quires the President merely to do what he
would have to do In any case to get the
money he would need to stretch out the war;
he would have to ask. When we are talking
about an adversary with "an infinite .•.
capacity to walk with time," McGovern-Hat
field offers no more Incentive for stalling on
negotiations than the President's own prom
ises.

So our answer to Senator Griffin is very
simple; if there is no need for a law to ac
complish what is already being done, there
can equally be no harm in a law which seeks
only to accomplish what is already being
done. The McGovern-Hatfield proposal does
not, after all, Tequire the President to follow
a congressional timetabie if he can improve
upon it-although Senator Griffin seems to be
arguing that It would. All it really does, in
its present form, is to reinforce the Presi
dent's announced intentions with a state
ment of similar Intent on the part of Con
gress. In this sense, just because the amend
ment accepts the President's current sense of
timing without foreclosing the need for a
stretchout iater on, it is as much an ex
pression of support as it is a restraint. It is
a sharing of responsiblllty, long overdue in
this divisive and tormented undertaking, and
it is beyond our comprehension Why the
President should not positively welcome it
above all, at a time when he and his lieu
tenants are at great pains to prove to us and
to our adversaries that things are going our
way. Our casualties are down, drastically,
which is the most effective evidence we could
have that the burden of the war Is being
transferred progressively to our South Viet
namese allles; the enemy, for reasons not
yet entirely clear, Is not pressing the war
With the same old intensity; the South Viet
namese army is performing better every day.
we are told. The Vice President Is returning
from an Asian tour aglow with progress
reports.

If things were going badly, if there were
ominous indications of an enemy bUildup, If
there were any real doubt In the minds of
administration officials about their ablllty
to make good on their timetable-that would
give us all pause. But If that were the case, It
would be all the more reason for the ad
ministration's being under some requirement
to say so-to tel1 us what Is going on, to pre
pare us for new adversaries, to rally support
in the face of new challenges-which is al1
that McGovern-Hatfield in its final form
would now require. It would obllge the ex
ecutl\'e branch to come clean with the rest of
us so that we don't learn, as we did on April 30
of this year, for one example, of a crippling
adversity in Cambodia, which was not worth
mentioning in a full-dress Vietnam report
10 days earlier.

That is what has robbed our efforts of force
and conViction-the endless shell game with
public opinion, which only serves to bring on
the great political upheavals when the hard

facts can no longer be suppressed. The Presi
dent blames the war critics for this; the Vice
President finds it close to treason. But the
process of public dlsl1lusionment over this
war does not begin with the dislllusioned; it
has always begun with dissembllng by the
government. And the main virtue of the Mc
Govern-Hatfield amendment is not that It
wlll end the war, which It does not guarantee,
but that It will require a certain degree of
candor about the war, if our effort or our
fortunes should take a bad turn, while im
posing no realllm1tations on the President If
things go well.

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I sug
gest the absence of a quorum, and I
ask unanimous consent that the time be
taken equally from both sides.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered. The clerk will
call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Who yields time?
Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, I yield

5 minutes to the majority leader, the dis
tinguished Senator from Montana.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen
ator from Montana is recognized.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, we
are on the verge of a vote which will stand
stark in the light of the continuing
tragedy in Indochina. The vote is sought
as a step toward peace in a time of war.
Despite incessant talk of the one we re
main enmeshed in the other. In my judg
ment, therefore. it is a necessary step.

We are still in Vietnam. We are still in
Laos, deeper perhaps. than a year or 2
ago. The lives of Americans are still
risked over Cambodia where they were
not risked a year ago. The zone of com
bat, in short, does not contract; it ex
pands. The war goes on.

To be sure. as Americans have been
withdrawn in the tens of thousands, the
tempo of ground combat has slowed. To
be sure. in consequence, the rate of
American casualties has dropped. As
Commander in Chief. the President de
serves every credit for bringing about this
reverse thrust. He deserves every support
in continuing to press the military with
drawal. Nevertheless, we cannot ignore
the fact that despite his efforts. the totals
of American dead and wounded continue
to rise every day. They rise relentlessly,
from week to week. As of August 22:
VVounded 287,216

Conabat dead 43,412
Non-combat dead_________________ 8,392

Total dead__________________ 51,804

Total casualties 339.020

That was a week ago. Since then others
have died; others have been wounded.
What will the totals be when they are
reported as of August 29? What of the
week after? And after that? Where is
the end, Mr. President. where is the end?

The Senate cannot evade its share of
responsibility for the answer to such

questions. The dead and wounded are not
the President's obligation alone. The
burden falls on all of us. What we do or
do not in conjunction with the President,
in the end, will determine the end of the
road.

We cannot say. "Leave it to the Pres
ident," and then wash our hands of the
matter. The Senate so said at the begin
ning of this ill-fated military involve
ment, a half decade ago. We left it to a
President. We raised no caveat. All in the
name of leaving it to the President, we
endorsed a war which we did not expect
to begin. In the same name, by rejecting
Hatfield-McGovern, will we now hail an
American military withdrawal which has
yet to take place?

We do not confront this vote on Hat
field-McGovern lightly or sUddenly. It
has been coming for a long time. In a
legislative sense, it has been coming ever
since last year when the Senate sought.
in the Cooper-Church amendment on
Laos to restrain the deepening involve
ment in Indochina. Then on June 24 the
Senate voted for the Dole amendment, 81
to 10 to repeal the Tonkin Gulf resolu
tion. In a legal sense that may have
been redundant but, in my jUdgment, it
was not a useless gesture. The repeal of
Tonkin served notice once and for all
that whatever its initial responsibility.
the Senate was henceforth disassociating
itself from a course of policy which had
enmeshed us and was tending still to
plunge us deeper into Indochina. Then,
on June 30 the Senate voted 58 to 37 for
Cooper-Church on Cambodia. In so do
ing. the Senate sought to establish a legal
barrier to the enlargement of the com
mitment of American lives and resources
as the Vietnamese tragedy expanded into
that country.

I am only too aware that these actions
to date have had a limited effect. The
Senate's repeal of the Tonkin Gulf reso
lution has not yet brought an end to the
involvement in Vietnam. Nor did the first
Cooper-Church terminate our involve
ment in Laos. Even now, a creeping com
mitment is underway in Cambodia not
withstanding the Cooper-Church amend
ment. But who is to say thesc Senate
measures were without effect? Who is to
say to what other places and depths in
Asia the inertia of present policy would
have carried this Nation without the re
sistance of the Senate?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.

Mr. MANSFIELD. May I have 2 min
utes?

Mr. McGOVERN. I yield 2 minutes to
the Senator from Montana.

Mr. MANSFIELD. We come. now. to
Hatfield-McGovern. I respect the Presi
dent·s sincerity in opposing this amend
ment just as I do his intentions with re
gard to this tragic confiict. I know that
he desires to restrain the involvement, to
end the war and to hasten the American
withdrawal.

I do not question the President's will or
skillin conducting foreign policy and as
Commander in Chief in the pursuit of
these ends. I would seek only to reinforce
them, as the Constitution intended, by
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the exercise of the separate Senate func
tion of advise and consent in concert with
the President's powers. With all due re
spect, the difficulties are such, in my
judgment, as to require a joint effort of
this kind if there is to be an orderly ter
mination of this conflict.

The Hatfield-McGovern amendment
offers an opportunity for concerted ac
tion. It offers an opportunity to strength
en the President's efforts both abroad
and at home in seeking to speed up the
drawndown of American forces. It offers,
therefore, an opportunity to reduce more
rapidly toward zero the level of Ameri
can casualties. It offers an opportunity to
hasten our military exit from the South
east Asian mainland where we had no
vital interests which required us to lodge
our military strength in the first place.

To bring to an end a mistaken policy;
to save American lives, to help restore the
inner unity of this Nation-reasons
enough to support Hatfield-McGovern.
I will vote for this amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I yield
4 minutes to the Senator from Arizona
(Mr. GOLDWATER).

Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I do
not think there is any question in any
Senator's mind that this has been a
wrong war. I do not think the idea of our
getting into it was particularly wrong,
but we never meant to win this war, and
when you do not mean to win a war, for
God's sake, do not get into a war. This
is the first war in the history of our coun
try which history will say we lost be
cause we did not go into it with the will
on the part of any President who par
ticipated in getting us into the war to
win it. We could have won it. We could
have won it 6 years ago, and in my opin
ion, had we used our power correctly, the
war might never have started. But we
allowed it to start. •

It has been an expensive war, one
of the most expensive in our history, not
just in money, because that becomes an
inconsequential cost when we compare
money against men. It has divided our
country as probably no war in the his
tory of this country except the War Be
tween the States has divided us. And it
need not have divided our country had
we gone into this war and had we made
a decision to go into the war and at the
same time made up our minds to win
the war.

I hope that never in the history of this
country will anything like this ever again
be perpetrated against the American
people. I think it has been a shame and
a crime. I think history is going to
blacken the names of those Presidents
who got us into this position and refused
to do anything about it.

It has weakened us in the eyes of the
world. As I talk to friends around the
world, it shocks me to hear what people
are saying about the United States and
the United States inability to make up
its mind, inability to separate national
politics from international policy, in
ternational policy on which depends the
whole peace and freedom' of the world.
And yet we do not seem to have the

courage-if I may say, the guts-to
stand up and face it.

It rather sickens me to hear amend
ments coming up like this. I know it is
perfectly \vithin our constitutional rights
to offer amendments like this, to con
trol the spending by the President so that
we might end the war, but I have to
remind us that our President inherited
these wrongs. He did not create them. He
is the first President we have had to do
anything about changing those wrongs.
He is the man charged with the respon
sibility of going to war and emerging
with peace.

We have some constitutional rights in
this general area but, Mr. President, they
are very, very fuzzy, and I would suggest
to those who are constantly bringing up
this type of amendment that they do as
I have so often suggested-if they are
not happy with the warmaking powers
of the Congress, if they are not happy
with the strategic, tactical, and force
level decisionmaking powers of the Ex
ecutive, let us offer constitutional
amendments to the people to correct
that. If we are not happy with the powers
given to the President as Commander in
Chief under the Constitution, then let
us change it by constitutional amend
ment. Let us not try to get it changed
by congressional ediCt.

I hope the amendment is soundly de
feated. Even though I recognize the right
of Senators to offer it, I think it comes
at a poor time in our history, when we
are trying to engage the enemy in mean
ingful talks. I do not think we are giving
our negotiators any kind of handle at
all. I hate to say this, but we are helping
Hanoi every time we seek to hamper the
President in ending a war that need
never have started. I said that 6 long
years ago, but, unfortunately, people
would not listen.

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I yield
4 minutes to the Senator from Kansas
(Mr. DOLE).

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, we have
about concluded the Madison Avenue
effort costing hundreds of thousands of
dollars to sell the so-called "end the
war" amendment which I have desig
nated the "lose the peace" amend
ment-to the U.S. Senate. For the first
time in history, U.S. Senators have raised
funds directly to be used to lobbY their
follow Senators. It is fair to say, exclud
ing those who have Presidential ambi
tions, the vote today will for all practical
purposes be a vote of confidence or no
confidence in the Vietnamization policy
of President Nixon.

The various versions of the so-called
"end the war amendment" should prove
to everyone the impossibility and the im
practicability of attempting to fix a date.
While the sponsors would impose a fixed
date on the President, it is interesting to
note that they have had difficulty arriv
ing at a date themselves.

First the war was to end on December
1, 1970; then Deeember 31, 1970; then
April 30, 1971; then December 31, 1971;
and now March I, 1972.

It seems strange, indeed, th!it the
sponsors, having used five different. arbi
trary dates in an effort to attract more

votes, would now seek to hamstring the
President who has been extracting us
from South Vietnam.

I can inlagine what the critics would
be saying if President Nixon had chang
ed his mind five different times on troop
withdrawals or on South Vietnam policy,

The hard facts are that the President
and only the President is the Command
er in Chief-that the President and
only the President can negotiate peace,
and that despite the appeal of the 150
called "end the war" amendment
which I designate the "lose the peace"
amendment-it can best be character
ized as a shallow appeal to the emotions
and anxieties of good Americans who are
weary of 7 years of war.

Politics might dictate supporting the
amendment, but I believe the great ma
jority of Senators have confidence in
President Nixon's policies because he is
demonstrating that we may achieve
peace with honor-rather than retreat
and defeat.

To those who say that 40 votes would
be a moral victory, I say 40 votes for the
amendment would be a moral defeat for
this country.

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, how
much time do I have remaining?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen
ator from Mississippi has 18 minutes.

Mr. STENNIS. How much time does
the Senator from South Dakota have?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen
ator from South Dakota has 5 minutes
remaining. Who yields time?

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I yield 2
minutes to the Senator from Pennsyl
vania.

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, as I said
yesterday and take this occasion to re
peat, the attempt to determine how one
extricates oneself from an unpopular
war is difficult enough for the agency of
government which is charged with the
conduct of the war and \vith the extrica
tion from it-namely, the executive de
partment, under the Commander in
Chief.

That difficult job is being well handled.
The deescalation is going on according
to plan and promise. The plans were an
nounced and the promises have been
kept. The credibility is good.

The American people clearly have ac
cepted the fact that this is being done
as well as it can be done, by one who was
not initially responsible for the condi
tion, but who inherited it, who grasped
this particular nettle and is seeking to
meet his responsibility for the security
of the Nation and its Armed Forces by
putting an end to this war as readily as
it can possibly be managed.

I do not believe that any person in this
Chamber could do as well. CertainlY not
under these circumstances. I do not quite
understand why it becomes so necessary
to establish a series of calendar dates.
If the first date was good, why did they
not adhere to it? If the second date is
good, why not adhere to it? If they can
get the prisoners of war out, let them tell
us how they can do it. If they cannot
get the prisoners of war out, why not
be candid about it?

But in truth and in fact, to extricate
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ourselves from the fantasy which has
suffused and perhaps confused this de
bate, the only proper solution, I think, is
to send word to the other nations of the
world that they can still trust us, that
we keep our promises, that the Senate of
the United States has not been asked to
take over the conduct of the war, that
the President is doing what he under
took to do, and that this amendment is
unnecessary and mischievous.

The amendment does serve to advance,
of course, the popularity of individuals,
who can manage comiderable full-page
pUblicity out of it; but aside from the
ointment which it pours upon the indi
vidual and the aroma which may be
sniffed by the gullible public, the amend
ment does harm and no good.

I, therefore, ask that it be defeated.
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I yield

2 minutes to the Senator from Colorado.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I have

had the opportunity to listen to a good
deal of this debate. One of the things
that has intrigued me about the amend
ment is that it is billed as an end-the-war
amendment.

Well, if we are going to end the war at
the end of 1971, why do we not end it
now? Why give the enemy 18 months'
advance warning, so they can start kill
ing more American men? It does not
make any sense to me to say "You have 18
months' leeway to try and knock us off,
and we will then get out."

ObViously, everyone wants to end our
American presence in Vietnam as quickly
as we can. It is equally obvious that if
we are going to give the enemy 18
months' advance notice of what we are
going to do, it will be impossible to
achieve anything at the peace talks in
Paris, and it will further endanger the
process of withdrawal and Vietnamiza
tion under the program of the Presi
dent. It will give the enemy a chance
to build up tactically, so that he can use
his own initiative wherever he feels like
it and it will prohibit us from taking any
action to upset enemy offensive buildups.

It just seems to me that when U.S.
Senators try to act as tactical gen
erals, at a time when we are flghting a
war some seven or eight thousand miles
away, we are making about as bad a mis
take as anyone could make. So I hope my
colleagues will vote with me to defeat
this amendment.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, today
the Senate will vote on the McGovern
Hatfield amendment to establish a time
table for the withdrawal of American
forces from Indochina. The language of
the amendment is directed toward bring
ing to an end the involvement of U.S.
forces-active combat and support per
sonnel-in Vietnam and the other Indo
china countries by not later than Decem
ber 31, 1971. The major goal of the
amendment-as stated by the sponsors
is to end the war in Vietnam. These ob
jectives are earnestly desired by all
Members of this body and by millions of
Americans of all ages and social status.
Let us hope that there is no implication
in the title of this proposal, "An Amend
ment To End the War", that proponents
want to end the conflict in Vietnam and
that the opponents do not. It would be

a tragedy if this impression were as
sumed by the people of this country.

All senators must face the question of
whether the pending amendment is the
proper way and the best method of effect
ing American withdrawal and bringing
peace to Vietnam. As have other Sena
tors, I have faced that question. I have
given it painstaking study. My conclu
sion is that the McGovern-Hatfield
amendment will not achieve the totally
desirable objectives.

It is my belief that the establishment
of a fixed timetable by law will remove
from the President of the United States
critical flexibility which he needs in
terminating Amelican involvement, in
pursuing the Paris peace negotiations,
in shifting more responsibility to South
Vietnam, and in securing a peaceful
settlement. Any serious consideration of
ending the Vietnam conflict must take
into consideration progress on all of these
fronts. I do not feel that the proposed
timetable does this.

It has been argued that the revised
amendment which allows the President
sixty extra days in case of an emergency
when "members of the American Armed
Forces are exposed to unanticipated
clear and present danger" provides the
Chief Executive with needed flexibility.
There is indication that some persons
may have changed from a position of
opposition to one of support based on this
change. It is my evaluation that the add
ing of sixty days does little to enhance
the options of the President. The fact
remains that the timetable is estab
lished-give or take sixty days. While
giving authority to the President to sus
pend the date of withdrawal of American
forces, the amendment provides that he
"may", within 10 days after the suspen
sion, submit recommendations, inclUding
a new withdrawal date. It is stated that
this is another concession to allow flexi
bility for the President and to lessen the
rigidity of earlier versions of the pend
ing amendment. I do not question the
sincerity of the sponsors of the amend
ment. They are honorable and patriotic
men. I find littl'E\ in this provision how
ever, which adds \to the President's op
tions or which cM,nges the rigid nature
of the otherwise fi~d timetable to which
he must adhere.

Realistically, if the Congress were to
act on a proposal submitted by the Presi
dent under the previously mentioned
provision he would be required to begin
an early campaign to secure support for
his proposal. As the withdrawal date
came closer, the chances of his present
ing to the Congress a recommendation to
change the date would diminish sub
stantially. Thus, it is very questionable
whether this provision could ever be used
by the President if the need developed
and if he chose to act.

I have stressed the issue of the Presi
dent's flexibility. My reason for this is
twofold: The President is required to
bear the burden of implementing Ameri
can policy on the battlefield and at the
negotiating table. He is the leader re
sponsible for the continuing decisions
which must be made as the United States
disengages from Vietnam. The Congress
does not share and cannot share in the

exact deeisionmaking process and the
McGovern-Hatfield amendment is cer
tainly not written to provide detailed
congressional guidance in those decisions.
I think Senators will agree that such an
amendment could not be written.

The establishment of a fixed timetable
is just that-a timetable only, And with
in the limits of the timetable there is
much remaining that is open to question.
The President is basically left to confront
and cope with those questions.

This is not to say that there must be
complete freedom of action by the Presi
dent or that the Congress should not be
come actively involved in determining
future U.S. policies. The Senate advo
cated such action in passage of the
Cooper-Church amendment for which I
voted. But congressional activity in this
area must be viewed in the context of the
particular issue. In my opinion, the en
actment of Cooper-Church was based on
a different set of circumstances and to
achieve a different objective. It was legi
timate legislative action to establish the
guidelines under which the President
could move into Cambodia in the future.
But the Congress does not take action
merely to assert congressional authority,
This should not be the end objective.
So much of the debate has focused on
this question that the impression is
abroad that congressional authority is
the ohly issue involved. The proposition
that passage of the McGovern-Hatfield
amendment would result in the sharing
of responsibility for what happens next
in Vietnam has been overemphasized.
There is no doubt that passage of the
amendment would place in the Congress
a greater responsibility for the flnal out
come of the conflict-the manner in
which the United States disengages and
how a settlement is secured. However,
there are degrees of responsibility. In the
final analysis the major burden and the
responsibility fall upon the President.

I have noted that the President is
charged with the responsibility of con
ducting negotiations for the United
States. He has been criticized for sup
posedly haVing downgraded the efforts to
secure a negotiated settlement in the
Paris peace talks, particularly because
of the long delay in the appointment of
a permanent negotiator. I certainly agree
that the President should have moved
more rapidly to name a representative
to the peace talks and to bulster emphasis
on and determination to try harder for
a negotiated settlement. The stalemate
in Paris has been extremely discourag
ing, but we must not write this effort off
as hopeless. We must continue to hope
and work for new initiatives.

There is considerable disagreement on
the possible impact of the pending
amendment on the Paris negotiations.
Supporters of the amendment have con
tended that it would help to reach a ne
gotiated settlement by forcing North and
South Vietnam to confront the realities
of ending their own war. I do not con
cur. Rather, it is my belief that the fixed
timetable under which the President
must proceed would eliminate any incen
tive on the part of North Vietnam to
negotiate a final settlement. North Viet
nam would have the knowledge of and
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the fact of a fixed timetable. And it
would be in a law mandated by the Con
gress-not negotiated by the President.
I do not see in this posture any reason
why the enemy would then rush to nego
tiate a settlement.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, from the
outset-from the time when the original
version of this amendment was first
presented to the Senate-there has never
been any serious question about the out
come. The debate has been extended and
the public relations efforts have been
intense. But, in my opinion, no one really
believed that this proposition would ever
become law. Even if the amendment were
to pass the Senate, it would not survive a
conference with the House of Represent
atives-and everyone knows that.

So, the only real point of all of this
long debate seems to be related to
psychological impact. It is rather ironic
but predictable, perhaps, that as we are
about to vote and the outcome is quite
clear an effort is being to portray rejec
tion of this amendment as some kind
of a victory for those who have
championed it. I say this with the
greatest respect for those who spon
sored the amendment. Their motives and
intentions are honorable.

However, at the same time, rejection
by the Senate of this amendment will
not be a victory in any sense, psychologi
cally or otherwise, for those who have
sponsored and advocated this amend
ment. The vote of the Senate will be, and
it should be portrayed to the country and
the world as a vote of confidence for
President Nixon.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen
ator's time has expired.

Who yields time?
Mr. McGOVERN. I yield 1 minute to

the Senator from New York (Mr.
GOODELL).

Mr. GOODELL. Mr. President, we are
nearing a historic vote, a vote for a re
assertion of congressional responsibility
over the issues of war and peace, a vote
to set a fixed date to end our involve
ment in the war in southeast Asia, a vote
to assist the President, if you will, in re
moving our troops for us to share the
burden and pain of removing those
troops.

From a handful of supporters last fall,
we now will have a substantial number.
I do not regard the vote, whatever it be,
as a victory unless we win. But I think it
is measurable and significant progress
toward peace, measurable and signifi
cant progress toward the rightful asser
tion of congressional authority over the
issues of war and peace.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. STENNIS. I yield myself 4 min
utes.

Mr. President, I have been here sev
eral weeks, and so many other thingS
have been going on that we have had
scant attendance and seldom little con
tribution at the end of the debate. but
this is an exception. Some excellent
statements have been made here this
morning, even though they were com
pelled to be brief. I am very gratified,

and I thank those who have spoken this
morning in opposition to the amend
ment.

True, it is a historic vote. For the first
time, if this amendment is adopted, we
will have voted to change direction in
the midst of a war.

Mr. President, I have said before, but
I say again, that if we are going to take
away the discretion of the President of
the United States in times of stress, re
gardless of who he is, take away his
jUdgment, his power to act, and strip
him of his responsibilities to be our nego
tiator, our terms maker, our peacemak
er; if we are going to take away the sym
bol of our Nation, and that is what our
Chief Executive is; if we are going to
put him under a shroud, put him under
the cold hand of death so far as his dis
cretionary powers are concerned-if we
are going to do that and immobilize him,
then we ought to immobilize every' single
military man we have in Indochina, but
not on the date contained in this amend
ment. I would advocate starting our with
drawal within 30 minutes after this vote
is taken. I mean every word of that.

If the legislative body is going to re
solve against our position in everything
that comes with judgment and discretion,
then I do not have the heart to continue
to tell those boys that they are fighting
for something worthwhile.

So I believe it is all or nothing today,
and I think that ought to be clear and
unmistakable.

No one has more respect than I do for
those on the other side and for their
great sincerity. I repeat over and over
that it is a question of judgment.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?

Mr. STENNIS. I say that this is a mat
ter of judgment, not a question of patri
otism. They are as patriotic as I am.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?

Mr. STENNIS. I beg the Senator's par
don. I have to continue. My time is run
ning.

So my parting word is that if we are
going to immobilize the power of our
Government at the White House, immo
bilize the President, who is the natural
leader, then let us immobilize our Army
and really come home.

I have no doubt that when the show
down comes on this vote, there will be, as
there should be. a smashing majority, op
posed to this amendment, regardless of
its good intentions.

I Yield to the Senator from Arkansas.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I just wanted to ex

press my deep appreciation to the Sena
tor from Mississippi and his colleagues
who have assured us that they do not
think that those of us who support this
amendment are unpatriotic. I think they
are very generous in saying that they do
not think we are unpatriotic citizens of
this country.

Mr. ALLOTT. Mr. President, I rise
to greet, and urge the defeat of, this
piece of Senate business which was dealt
with so brusquely the last time it made
an appearance in our midst.

Senators will recall that this amend
ment was shunted away by its propo-

nents when I tried to get it voted on in
June. Still, I want to salute the sponsors
of this amendment for allowing it to see
the bright light of day. I am only per
pleXed as to why they now consider it
a SUitable time to discuss it. After all, 9
weeks ago our attempt to deal with this
amendment was represented as a crime
against humanity.

I suppose something must have
changed. Perhaps the planets are in some
especially appropriate conjunction. Per
haps the supporters of the amendment
know a rule that is relevant-something
like the rule for telling the months dur
ing which one mayor may not eat oys
ters. That might explain why they were
so desperately anxious to avoid voting
on this in June. However, in the hurly
burly of modern life it is nice to see that
the supporters of this amendment have
a leisurely attitude. They are not to be
rushed. They do not surrender to the
sense of urgency that pervades so much
of modern life. The pace with which
they approach their cherished amend
ment has the stately grandeur of a grad
uation procession. Only the playing of
"Pomp and Circumstance" is missing.

Mr. President, it is well known that
I considered it appropriate to act on this
matter some time ago, during the exten
sive and properly comprehensive debate
on American foreign policy and the con
stitutional powers of the Commander in
Chief. But it could well be that, by mod
ern standards of "relevance," this
amendment is more "relevant" right now.
Surely the last thing one wants to do is
get caught athwart this week's stand
ards of relevance, so I yield, relatively
cheerfully, on this point. However, I
wonder if the same tolerance is prevail
ing among all the persons who have been
following the promises made by the sup
porters of this amendment.

On May 2, Senators MCGOVERN. HAT
FIELD, HUGHES, and GOODELL held a press
conference at which they announced
their intention to submit this amend
ment. In their joint statement at that
time they said:

The time has come for Congress to face a
historic constitutional choice.

That was 17 weeks ago. Nine weeks ago
I urged these Senators to allow the Sen
ate to face this historic choice about
which they feel so strongly. They would
not hear of it. The junior Senator from
South Dakota became very exercised and
used very strong language about those
who would hasten the process of facing
this choice.

On May 7, Mr. President, the junior
Senator from South Dakota made a
speech in which he assured the generous
financial sllpporters of this amendment
that the vote on the amendment would
come "in approximately 30 days."

After 54 days had passed I did my best
to enable the distingUished junior Sena
tor from South Dakota to get on with
the business he and his contributors
think so important. I urged that we vote
on his amendment on June 29. But Sen
ators will not soon forget the vivid way
in which the junior Senator from South
Dakota expressed his lack of enthusiasm
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for voting on his amendment-even
though a vote at that time would have
come 24 days later than he originally
promised.

On May 24, the Sunday New York
Times carried a full-page advertisement
asking for money to finance agitation
on behalf of the "Amendment To End
the War." A huge headline on the ad
vertisement assured contlibutors that the
amendment would come to a vote by July
1. On June 29, I gave the supporters of
the amendment a last chance to make
that advertisement honest. Senators will
recall the colorful language this educed
from the junior Senator from South
Dakota.

Still, better late than never. The dis
tinguished junior Senator from South
Dakota, I am sure, has now determined
that it will be appropriate to vote on this
amendment approximately 60 days after
the date promised in the advertisement.

So now, after all the delay, we come
up to what promises to be a fairly short
debate followed by a predictable defeat
for the amendment. After the properly
thorough debate on Southeast Asian
policy during May and June, it is hardly
necessary for us to rehearse our respec
tive views.

Mr. President, least of all is there need
for me to meet this meandering amend
ment with fresh zest and spirited debate.
I have spoken on this amendment at
greater length and with more seriousness
than have most of its proponents.

On June 25, when I introduced an
amendment with the same wording as
this amendment, there was talk about it
being "premature" to vote. At that time
I said this:

Mr. PreSident, let US all face some ele
mentary facts. Every Senator Is a respon
sible citizen. Every Senator Is a responsible
member of the Senate. Every Senator has
been pondering the difficUlt problems of
American disengagement In Vietnam for
years. I very much doubt that there are any
Senators who are not clear In their own
minds as to where they stand on the so
called "Amendment to End the War."

Mr. President, It has also been rumored
that it Is premature to consider this meas
ure now because the McGovern-Hatfield
Amendment, of which this Is a true copy as
to Its contents, was due to be revised In some
particular. I do not know whether the ru
mored revisions are more than rumors. I do
know two things.

First, if some Senators want to Introduce
a. revised version of the so-called "Amend
ment to End the War," then they may do so.

Second, I know that a lot of money has
been raised from television shows and news
paper advertisements on behalf of the
Amendment on which my Amendment is
modeled. The money has come from people
who sent money to support appeals for that
"Amendment to End the War." These ap
peals have been going on for nearly two
months. I think the people who expressed
this support deserve to have a prompt vote
on the amendment they sent money to
support.

Now, I understand that the junior Senator
from South Dakota would rather prefer to
bring a matter exactly like this before the
senate a llttle later in the year. Of course
it Is his privllege to do so. He can bring it
up, with his name on it, whenever the spirit
moves him. But I should have thought the
spirit would move him rather more qUickly
than It now appears.

At that time, Mr. President, I voiced
my puzzlement as forcefully as I could. I
said this:

The junior Senator from South Dakota has
spoken with admirable energy and astonish
ing frequency on the subject of squarely
confronting what he considers the vital Is
sues of the day. He has not been reluctant to
share with a wide public his opinion that it
is time for the American people, and espe
cially the Senate, to stand up and be counted
on controversial matters.

Given the fact that the junior Senator
from South Dakota thinks his amendment Is
vital to the future of the RepUblic;· and
given the fact that he Is ardently In favor
of hastening consideration of vital matters
in this chamber; and given the fact that h·e
is anxious to stand up and be counted on the
question his amendment touches; given all
this. then I should think I am doing the
junior Senator from South Dakota a distinct
favor by doing what I can to expedite a vote
on his amendment.

In my remarks of June 25, I expressed
my views on the constitutional issues in
volved in the related debates we have
been having this spring and summer. I
said this:

Let me be very clear. I am convinced that
the various measures designed to dictate dis
engagement polley to the President raise
serious constitutional issues. In fact, I am
convinced that they involve serious constitu
tional transgressions. They violate the spirit
and the letter of the Constitution.

With regard to the spirit of the Constitu
tion, one thing Is very clear. OUr Constitu
tion is a product of the eighteenth century.
According to some people, this makes the
Constitution hopelessly out of date. I re
spectfully disagree. I say that our Constitu
tion was a product of the richest period of
political philosophizing the world has ever
seen. I know that our Constitution was the
product of the greatest single dellberatlve
body in the history of human polltics-the
Constitutional Convention of 1789. I know
that the very heart of the polltlcal philos
ophy embodied in the Constitution is the
idea of the separation of powers. The tower
Ing figures who drafted our founding docu
ment understood the overriding necessity for
a rational division of labor among polltical
men and institutions. I respectfully suggest
that the legislative amendments designed to
circumscribe and fetter the President violate
the spirit of this Constitution.

Mr. President, in addition, these amend
ments violate the letter of the Constitution.
The Constitution stipulates, and nearly two
centuries of precedent attest, that the Presi
dent Is the Commander-in-Chlef and that,
once troops are committed to battle, the re
sponsibility for their Intelligent use falls on
the President.

No Congress has failed to understand this
and I am confident that when, in a very
short while, we put this pending amendment
to a vote, this Senate wlll demonstate that
It understands the letter and the spirit of
the Constitution. This Senate w11l demon
strate that it understands the facts of our
relevant constitutional history. The Senate
w11l demonstrate that it has no appetite for
hasty and reckless tampering with our set
tled constitutional arrangements. The Sen
ate w11l demonstrate that it has no desire
to undertake an unprecedented usurpation
of Presidential power at a moment when the

President Is engaged in the dellcate task of ex
tracting this Nation from a war he Inherited.
The Senate wlll demonstrate its accord with
the Nation's publlc opinion as measured by
every poll-the opinion that the accepted
role of the Commander-In-Chief should not
be mutilated by the Senate. The Senate

w11l demonstrate all these things by reject
Ing this amendment.

Mr. President, in that same speech I
explained why I thought an amendment
of this sort would damage the Paris
peace talks. I said this:

Obviously, there Is little talk now because
the other side does not want peace on any
terms other than its own. What we must
ponder Is the possibility tliat, were we In the
enemy's position, we would behave In ex
actly the same way as long as the United
States Senate had failed to act on a measure
that would make it unnecessary for the
enemy to negotiate.

Is It not clear that this would be one of
the most noxious effects of passing this
measure? Is it not clear that this measure
would make It unnecessary for the enemy
to ever get serious about reaching a nego
tiated settlement to the war? Is it not clear
that this amendment would only prolong the
violence and killing In Asia.

Further, Is It not clear that passage of thie
measure by the Senate w11l have somewhat
the same terrible effect even If It is not
passed by the House? Is it not clear that the
enemy wlll take this as a Sign that the Amer
ican Government has no expectation that
meaningful talks wlll ever take place, In
PariS, or anywhere else? This is why I op
pose this amendment on two grounds. First,
it tampers with proven constitutional ar
rangements as regard the vital powers of
the Commander-In-Chief. The second reason
for oppOSing the amendment Is that It would
have a dangerous effect, should Its provisions
ever become law. These provisions cut the
ground from under our jUdicious With
drawal polley, a polley that Is designed to
give Vletnamizatlon a fighting chance to
succeed.

The vital question here Is what would a
rash and Inflexible withdrawal timetable do
to the Vietnamlzation program which alone
can guarantee that our many sacrifices have
not been In vain.

Mr, President, in my remarks of June
25 I reviewed the long history of Amer
ican concessions and warned that an
other concession in the form of an
amendment such as this would not serve
the cause of peace. I said this:

We have agreed to fourteen hollday cease
fires. Our enemy violated everyone of these
and even launched the Infamous Tet Offen
sive of 1968 during such a hollday cease fire.

We worked for the neutrallzatlon of Laos.
But the enemy kept 67,000 troops in that
country.

For years we were told that meaningful
negotiations would begin l! only we would
make some gesture of wlllingness to nego
tiate. We made numerous such gestures, in
pUbllc and private, through regUlar and Ir
regular channels. and the Communists still
showed no Incllnation to enter into meaning
ful negotiations.

We were told that meaningfUl negotiations
would begin If only we llmlted the bombing
of North Vietnam. We did so, but the mean
Ingful negotiations did not materialize.

We were told that meaningfUl negotiations
would begin If only we stopped all bombing
of the North. We did so, and still meaningful
negotiations did not materiallze.

We were told that meaningful negotiations
would begin if only we could get the South
Vietnamese to participate. We did get them
to participate, and still there have been no
meaningful negotiations.

We were told that meaningfUl negotiations
would begin If. only we would agree to the
Inclusion of representatives of the Viet Cong
In the negotiations thereby tolerating the fic
tion that the Viet Cong are truly Independ-
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cnt of North Vietnam. We did agree to in
clude the Viet Cong in the negotiations, and
still there have been no meaningfui negotia
tions.

We were told that meaningful negotiations
would begin if only we began to withdraw
some troops from South Vietnam. We began
withdrawing troops and still no meaningful
negotiations began.

Most recently (and most implausibly) we
ha,'e been told that meaningful negotiations
would begin if only we would send a "top
level" personage to head our negotiation team
in Paris. Now I reject the idea that Mr. Phil
lip Habib is not a top levei American official.
But in any case, It Is important to notice that
we have had first Ambassador Averlll Harri
man and then Ambassador Henry Cabot
Lodge at the head of our Paris delegation,
and stlll there have been no meaningful
negotiations.

Mr. President, the iesson is clear. America
has been conclllatory. We have gone beyond
the cali of duty-sometimes beyond the
bounds of prudence--to encourage the enemy
to begin meaningful negotiations. r hope we
shall continue to make every effort to get the
negotiations off dead center. But all of us
who hope for some peaceful resolution of the
current conflict should note three things.

First, the many American concessions so
far have been taken at the initiative of Amer
ican Presidents. They have been exercises of
the Commander-In-Chlef's traditional lati
tude.

Second, if meaningful negotiations are ever
going to come about, it is not unlikely that
they might corne about as a result of other
Presidential initiatives regarding the use of
American forces.

Third. If meaningful negotiations do not
corne abou t, it wlll be all the more crucial to
preserve the Commander-In-Chlef's fleXibility
and maneuverability as he works to aChieve a
safe and honorable non-negotiated American
disengagement In that area.

Mr. President, again the next day,
June 26, I urged the Senate to bring this
matter to a vote, and to remember the
real nature of the differences that divide
us. I said this:

There is a curious irony here. It is rare that
Senators become so deeply divided on con
stitutlonalissues. Yet the current deep divi
sion stems from a relatively minor disagree
ment over means to an end.

Let us be very clear about this. One hun
dred United States Senators long for peace.
They share with the President an intense de
sire to free American men from dangerous
service In Vietnam. The differences that di
"ide us are real enough, but they concern
questions of means.

Three days later, Mr. President, I
again urged the Senate to allow this
measure to come to a vote. I expressed
the fear that any reluctance to vote on
this-especially any reluctance on the
part of the most vigorous proponents of
the amendment-might be construed
by the watching American people in a
way detrimental to the good name of the
Senate.

I explained that some persons might
think that Senators were trying to delay
a vote on this not to expedite Senate de
bate, but only to facilitate a gigantic
advertising campaign designed to mer
chandise the amendment. I took note of
the fact that the proponents of the
amendment had already raised approxi
mately half a million dollars for their
advertising budget and I said this:

r am uneasy about an attempt to treat a
piece of Sena.te business llke a brand of

toothpaste. I do not think huckstering has
a place In our leglslati"e process. And I am
especially firm in my bellef that the senate's
order of business should not be bent to con
form to the prerequisites of any advertising
campaign.

This resort to advertising raises some ques
tions. Are the American people supposed to
have their polltlcal judgments manipUlated
by Madison Avenue? And are we in the Sen
ate supposed to hold our breath until the
campaign has run its course, and then trim
our convictions to suit Whatever wind has
been made to blow?

Let me answer these questions with three
statements.

I do not think the American people llke
seeing legislative proposals merchandised
llke potato chips.

Second, I am sure the American people
cannot be manipUlated.

Finally, the Senate will not allow Madi
son's Republic to be governed by Madison
Avenue. This is world's greatest dellberatlve
body, and it does not need or appreciate ad
vertising bombardments. Senators are elected
to exercise their jUdgment, not to conform
their decisions to generated passions.

In this regard, I am reminded of Winston
Churchill's comment when in the dark days
of September, 1941, he urged American lead
ers not to allow their decisions to be swayed
by the fluctuations of the GallUp poll.
Churchill put it this way: "I see (It said) that
leaders should keep their ears to the ground.
All I can say is that .the British nation wl11
find it very hard to look up to the leaders
who are detected in that somewhat ungainly
posture."

Mr. President, the American people do not
expect Senators to adopt that ungainly pos
ture. I am sure senators have settled opin
ions on the pending Amendment and are
ready to vote. To them I suggest Mark
Twain's advice: "Always do right. You will
please some people and you wl11 amaze the
rest.H

Mr. President, these were my views 2
months ago. At that time, it was already
past the date on which the sponsors
of the amendment had promised their
cash-paying supporters that a vote would
beheld.

These were my views then, and noth
ing has happened to change my views.

In fact, only three things have changed
that are at all relevant, and these three
things buttress the case for defeating
this amendment promptly and decisively.

First, we have appointed a new and
indisputably eminent chief negotiator
for our delegation at the Paris peace
talks. This is a time for forebearance as
Mr. David Bruce takes up the arduous
task of being civil and constructive with
the obdurate Communist negotiators.
This is no time to undermine Ambassador
Bruce and the President who sent him.
This is no time for the Senate to recom
mend a sudden lurch in the steady, ef
fective policy of disengagement.

The second relevant thing that has
happened since I stated my views on this
subject is that the President has met his
commitment to remove all American
troops from Cambodia. The President
gave his word and he kept his word, just
as he has been keeping his word on every
aspect of his announced policy disen
gaging America from the war he inher
ited. Thus, Mr. President, I conclude
that the course of events in recent months
has confirmed what most of us have
never had any reason to doubt: the Pres-

ident can be relied upon to continue to
fulfill his solemn commitment to '\Yith
draw American forces, and it is insulting
as well as imprudent to bind him to a
rigid timetable.

Mr. President, the third thing that has
happened since I urged the Senate to
vote promptly and negatively on this
amendment is that the amendment has
been altered. This raises an interesting
point with regard to all the fund raising
that took place before the amendment
began to mutate.

That is, the people who sent in the
mohey paid for a product that has since
been taken off the market. It would seem
that if a person orders a shirt he should
not get a blouse.

I understand that the persons who
have altered the amendment say that
one important alteration-an extension
of the deadline for achieving with
drawal-was necessitated because the
amendment was not voted on as soon as
they had anticipated. To which the prop
er answer is: Indeed it was not voted
on as soon as they promised, but whose
fault is that?

Again, I assume Senators recall the
exuberant language with which the
junior Senator from South Dakota
greeted my attempt to help him bring his
amendment to a vote in the time period
he seemed to favor.

Actually, Mr. President, it is perfectly
clear that the proponents of this amend
ment are marching to the beat of a dif
ferent drummer. Indeed, the drummer
to which they are marching is a drum
mer understood as a traveling salesman.

It is interesting that the supporters
of the amendment are relying on short
30-second commercials. It is delightful
to learn that the proponents of the
amendment, who only a month ago were
unwilling to vote because-they said
the vast complexity of their amendment,
and the subtlety of its rationale, was
such that they needed a huge amount of
time to deploy it all, have now managed
to boil it all down to the point where they
can get their message across in 20 sec
onds.

Mr. President, one really must chuckle
at some of the ironies in this.

First, it is no secret that this amend
ment is the current focus of interest in
some liberal circles. Yet for years these
circles have been warning the Nation
about the large and pernicious influence
of advertising.

The second irony has to do with their
lament that they must present their
views in commercials because they are
not given enough exposure on television.
I say this complaint is ironic because I
so frequently see these Senators making
this complaint-on television. This spec
tacle reminds me a bit of the student
radicals who are constantly telling net
work newscasters that no one is listening
to them-while ten miliion viewers listen
to them.

The sponsors of these commercials are
not having them sho\>m in the Washing
ton area, and that is unfortunate. Judg
ing by the one I have seen, they are some
what more diverting than the usual run
of commercials.
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This is not to say that they are sub
stantial contributions to public enlight
enment.

The one I have seen pictures a group
of 12-year-old boys playing in a field.
This commercial, which is about 12
year-olds, and must have been designed
by ll-year-olds to appeal to 8-year-olds,
presents an altogether pleasant scene,
and is accompanied by an unexceptional
message: Would it not be nice if these
young men would grow to maturity in a
peaceful world?

To which question the answer is "Yes."
To which answer the response is: What
has this homily to do with clarifying the
best strategy for peace?

The Senators explain that they need
to run these advertisements because they
do not get as much television time as
the President of the United States. That
may be true-just as it is true that they
do not get as much pay, votes or fur
nished rooms as the President of the
United States. But it is not self-evident
what all this has to do with justifying
the practice of commercializing the leg
islative process.

So far as I can tell, the complaint reg
istered by some of these Senators is
really that the television networks do
not treat them like the President of the
United States. This network behavior is
understandable because none of these
Senators is President of the United
States-although some of them were do
ing their best to change that situation.
Therefore the criticism of the networks
by these Senators is hard to compre
hend.

Anyway, I suspect that these Senators
get a good deal of time on network tele
vision.

Each of the three major networks car
ries a news interview show each Sunday.
Senators feel free to accept invitations
to appear on these shows, and frequent
ly do appear. By tradition, the Prf;sident
does not appear on such shows.

Each of the three major networks has
a late evening "talk" show that runs an
hour and a half. Senators frequently ap
pear on this kind of show. Presidents
do not.

In addition, there is a fourth "talk"
show-the "David Frost Show"-that is
widely syndicated throughout the Na
tion. Senators frequently, and Presidents
never, appear on this show.

Finally, the National Educational Tele
vision network has a variety of public
affairs shows on which Senators fre
quently appear.

In short, it is well known that t,he net
works have not been reluctant to pro
vide forums for those Senators who are
critical of the President and his policy
for dealing with the war he inherited.
Consider what this means in terms of
television exposure for those Senators
who are currently backing the amend
ment to end the war.

The President, whose traditional pow
ers are at stake, opposes the amendment.
Those Senators who not only support the
amendment, but who support it so
fervently that they want to be listed as
cosponsors, number 25.

Now a conflict that pits 25 cosponsors
and some other supporters against one

is hardly unfair to the 25 plus persons,
even when the one person is the Presi
dent.

I would wager that if you totaled up all
the time the President has taken on net
work television since coming into of
fice--excluding press conferences, where
he must conform to the wishes of the
press, and excluding film clips of cere
monial activities-you will come up with
a total of television time that is much
smaller than the total television time
enjoyed by those who oppose the Presi
dent today by supporting this amend
ment.

Just consider the television fare of re
cent days. On Sunday, August 23, Amer
icans could have watched a half hour
of the distinguished junior Senator from
Arkansas on NBC's "Meet the Press."
Then, with a flick of the wrist, the mir
acle of modern communications enabled
viewers to see the distinguished junior
Senator from South Dakota on ABC's
"Issues and Answers." True, the junior
Senator from South Dakota was not
alone; the distinguished junior Senator
from Kansas was present. But that is
just a hazard of free debate, and it cer
tainly does not lend support to the idea
that the junior Senator from South Da
kota is having trouble getting himself on
television.

Anyway, last Saturday evening Ameri
cans could have seen a debate on the
war. The debators included-the junior
Senator from South Dakota. Yesterday
evening viewers could have seen two
Senators whose views on the war span
the spectrum from A to B. These two
were the junior Senator from Arkansas
and-the junior Senator from South
Dakota. And there is more to come. This
Friday evening viewers can see two Sen
ators discuss the war. The Senators will
be the junior Senator from Maryland
and-surprise--the junior Senator from
South Dakota. Perhaps on his Friday
broadcast the jullior Senator from South
Dakota will discuss all the difficulties he
has getting on television.

Meanwhile, we can get on with the
business of dealing with this amendment
I urge its decisive defeat.

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, the ul
timate question that a member of the
U.S. Senate, or for that matter, any other
American, must ask when considering
the Hatfield-McGovern amendment is
"How will this affect the safety and se
curity of America?" All partisan temp
tation, all personal risk, all individual
bias has to be subordinated to the answer
to that overriding question.

I was an eariy, visible and vocal sup
porter of President Nixon's policy of
gradual withdrawal from Vietnam. It
seemed to me that a new administration
charting a new course, headed in the
right direction, should be fully sup
pOrted. Acting on this position, I intro
duced last year a resolution calling for
congressional ratification of the Nixon
policy.

At that time I did not, however, fully
appreciate the difficulties that lay ahead
of President Nixon. His inheritance of
gags, hobbles, and infirmities from pre
ceding administrations has made this

job impossible even for a President. At
home he is exposed to the argument,
pressure, and influence of those who still
think .no stake is too high to risk in
achieving a solution by force. Overseas
he is at the mercies of both a foe and
an ally who share a common reluctance
to negotiate an end to the war. The Gov
ernment in Hanoi can trigger greater
military effort and deeper involvement
on our part by rattling its own sabers.
The Government in Saigon can attain
the same object by resting on its arms.

It is time to take the President off
the spot where he is subject to pulling
and hauling from so many directions.

We can remove the temptation from
friend and foe alike to entice us deeper
into the swamps. We can do so by em
bodying into law in a constitutionally
propel' way the President's proposals for
removal of troops between this date and
next April, and adopting a national pol
icy to govern our conduct thereafter,
with proper provision for alteration if
events require it. Such a course might
encourage negotiations. At the very least
it is a pOsitive step toward ending our
participation in the war.

That is what the amendment before us
would do. The language of the amend
ment follows:
AMENDMENT TO THE MILITARY PROCUREMENT

BILL, H.R. 17123
At an appropriate point in the b1l1 insert

the following:
"I. In accordance with publ1c statements

of polley by the President, no funds author
Ized by this or any other act may be obl1
gated or expended to maintain a troop-level
of more than 280,000 armed forces of the
United states in Vietnam after Apr1l30, 1971.

"2. After Aprll 30, 1971, funds herein au
thorized or hereafter appropriated may be
expended in connection with actiVities of
American armed forces in and over Indochina
only to accompl1sh the follOWing objectives:

"(a) the orderly termination of mll1tary
operations there and the safe and systematic
withdrawal of remaining armed forces by
December 31, 1971;

"(b) to secure the release of prisoners of
war;

.. (c) the provision of asylum for Vietnamese
who might be physically endangered by
withdrawal of American forces; and

" (d) to provide assistance to the Republlc
of Vietnam consistent with the foregoing
objectives.

Provided however, That If the President
while giving effect to the foregoing para
graphs of this section, finds in meeting the
terminatlon date that members of the
American armed forces are exposed to un
anticipated clear and present danger, he may
suspend the application of paragraph 2(a)
for a period of not to exceed 60 days and
shall inform the Congress forthwith of his
findings; and within 10 days following ap
pl1catlon of the suspension the President
may submit recommendations, Including (if
necessary) a new date applicable to section
2(a) for Congressional approval."

The first clause places Congress on
record in support of the President's de
clared objective of reducing the United
States troop level in Vietnam to 280,000
men by next APlil 30. The second clause
places Congress on record in support of
terminating U.S. military operations in
that troubled nation by the end of 1971,
while providing specific assurance that
we will do whatever necessary to guar
antee the safety of our troops, the release
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of prisoners of war, the provision of
asylum to Vietnamese who might be
physically endangered and the grant of
assistance to the Government of South
Vietnam in pursuit of the same aims. In
addition, it provides the fleXibility of an
extension to February 29, 1972, of our
withdrawal if necessary to assure the
safety of our troops. And, it provides a
clear avenue to the enactment of fur
ther extensions of the U.S. troop pres
ence if the President and Congress shall
deem it necessary.

President Nixon and his advisors de
serve the commendation of the Congress
and the thanks of a gratefUl nation for
turning around the long escalation of
our involvement in Indochina; present
and planned withdrawals will bring the
U.S. troop level from well over 500,000
2 years ago to at most 280,000 by next
spring. The Senate took an important
first step in participating in this change
in policy when it repealed the Tonkin
Gulf Resolution of 1964, a policy state
ment obtained under dubious circum
stances by a previous administration,
and which, by its language, left open the
possibility of unending warfare involving
the United States in Indochina.

Now, we must take the second step,
endorse the President's announced with
drawal plans and free the President from
possible entrapment by all and foe alike
in order that he may complete an orderlY
withdrawal by the end of next year if
possible, extending our presence for a
longer period if it shall be deemed neces
sary, by the President and Congress.

This amendment, then, seems to be a
proper course and I shall support it.

Mr. JORDAN of North Carolina. Mr.
President, today the Senate faces an
other major decision on the Vietnam war.

It is by no means the first question to
be posed by this long and costly confiict.
Nor is it likely to be the last.

But for many reasons it could be a
most crucial one.

It is also a most difficult one because it
hinges primarily on how to reach a goal
rather than on the issue of what the
goal should be.

The vote today on the McGovern-Hat
field amendment will not be for or
against peace in Southeast Asia.

It will, instead, reflect a thoughtful
judgment by each Member of this bodY
on whether setting a specific timetable
for ending our combat role there will
help or hinder the quest for that peace.

This issue is too vital to warrant hasty
conclusions or pat answers and is so com
plex as to guarantee honest and unre
solved differences of opinions in the Sen
ate and in the country.

Speaking as one fully committed to
ending our part in the Southeast Asia
conflict as soon as it can be responsibly
accomplished, I find the "end the war"
characterization of the McGovern-Hat
field amendment an appealing one. I am
in complete accord with that avowed pur
pose.

It is only because I seriously doubt that
it would achieve the intended result
\\ithout unwanted effects that I find my
self unable to support it.

My primary reservation turns on
whether, in seeking to set a December

CXVI--1932-Part 23

1971 deadline for ending this country's
combat role, the amendment could en
danger the chance for earlier termina
tion While increasing the cost in lives and
money by reason of the delay.

I question too the effect which adop
tion of the amendment might have on
the naturre and terms of any subsequent
peace settlement.

Either or both of these unwanted
eventualities could result from an action
stripping this country's Paris negotiators
of any real bargaining power and leaving
Hanoi with no requirement except to
hold on until the deadline and then set
its own terms.

Granted that the amendment would
allow the President to postpone the dead
line if a clear new danger became evi
dent, the practical effect would be al
tered little since the request for delay
could be expected only a short time in ad
vance of the original target date..

To the degree that it lessened pressure
on the Communists to negotiate, the
amendment would also diminish the
prospect for improved treatment and
possible release of prisoners of war whose
plight is of such serious concern to all
of us. .

In summary, it seems to me the prac
tical effect of the amendment could be
almost the complete reverse of its in
tended purpose by limiting the Presi
dent's options and that of the U.S.
negotiators in their efforts for a military
scaledown and an acceptable peace
settlement.

Even without the amendment I think
Congress has already made clear its de
sire for a settlement of the Vietnam issue
and its intention of taking a part in that
settlement.

This war has been going on for over
7 years now. I think the Senate has
already told the President and the world
it wants the negotiators to get down to
serious bargaining in Paris and to reach
an agreement that will bring our boys
home long before the deadline which this
amendment proposes.

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. President, as a co
sponsor of the McGovern-Hatfield
amendment to end the war, I rise to
speak in support of its adoption.

The objective of this amendment is
supported by most Americans. The main
issue is no longer whether to continue
the war; it is now how to end the war
how quickly we should and must extri
cate ourselves from a bad situation.

The supporters of the McGovern-Hat
field amendment believe in the moral,
economic and political necessity of bring
ing this conflict to as rapid a conclusion
as possible. The amendment accom
plishes this purpose and at the same time
is sUfficiently flexible to answer many of
the problems that might be presented
by the withdrawal.

This proposal does not advocate pre
cipitate withdrawal. It would permit a
force level of 280,000 troops in Vietnam
on April 30, 1971, with a systematic with
drawal of the remaining troops by De
cember 31, 1971. The 280,000 force level
by April 30, 1971, is consistent with the
schedule of withdrawal already an
nounced by the President.

Nor is there a failure in this proposal

to recognize the need to provide for the
safety of our troops while the with
drawal is conducted. The amendment
specifically provides that funds may.
after April 30, 1971, be expended to in
sure the "safe and systematic withdraw
al of remaining Armed Forces."

The amendment also makes provisions
for funds after April 30, 1971, that might
be needed to secure the release of pris
oners of war.

Attention in the amendment has also
been given to the fear that a withdrawal
will lead to a blood bath. While the his
tory of other confiicts in Vietnam does
not support these fears, and while the
McGovern-Hatfield amendment does not
provide for overnight withdrawal, the
amendment does permit funds to be used
after April 30, 1971, to provide "asylum
for Vietnamese who might be physically
endangered by withdrawal of American
forces."

Attention to the fear of many that
when we get down to the final ter
mination date, additional time may be
needed and to cut off all support as of
that date would be unwise, likewise has
been given in the amendment. Added to
the original McGovern-Hatfield amend
ment is a provision granting to the Pres
ident the power to suspend the Decem
ber 31, 1971, deadline for 60 days and
if he believes the 50-day period may' need
to be expanded he could, within 10 days
after he exercises his option to extend
the withdrawal date, submit to Congress
his recommendations along with a revised
deadline.

Thus, Mr. President, many of the fears
that have been expressed about any plan
of withdrawal, have been met by the
safeguards of the McGovern-Hatfield
amendment.

The President, as I stated earlier, has
stated that he desires to have the level
of troops down to 280,000 by April 30,
1971-the McGovern-Hatfield amend
ment provides for the same level. The
President has announced that he will get
us out of Vietnam and bring our in
volvement in the confiict to an end
this is, of course, the primary objective
of the McGovern-Hatfield amendment.
The primary difference in what the Pres
ident proposes and the McGovern-Hat
field amendment is the setting of a date
for final withdrawal of troops. This dif
ference is one which, I believe, is sig
nificant.

Former Secretary of Defense Clark
Clifford has outlined the desirable re
sults that would follow from the setting
of a timetable and has argued the neces
sity of this approach. He believes, and
I agree, that only through an announce
ment of systematic withdrawals will we
convince Saigon that their government
must become a more popularly supported
government, and that they have got to
take on more responsibilities themselves.

Mr. Clifford has further stated that
chances for meaningful negotiations now
with Hanoi may be increased by a fixed
schedule, indicating that they are ac
tually going to be eventuallY met with
the prospect of dealing with a purely
local, popularly supported government in
the south.

In any event, our staying in Vietnam
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will not insure the accomplishment of
any objective we may have had in be
c:)ming involved in the conflict. As Mr.
Clifford stated in his landmark article in
Foreign Affairs:

In the long run, the security of the Pa
cific region will depend upon the abllity of
the countries there to meet the legitimate
growing demands of their own people. No
military strength we can bring to bear can
give them Internal stability or popular ac
ceptance. In Southeast Asia. and elsewhere
In the less developed regions of the world,
our ability to understand and to control the
basic forces that are at plan Is a very limited
one. We can advise. we can urge, we can fur
nish economic ald. But American military
power cannot build natlons, any more than
It can solve the social and economic problems
that face us here at home.

If the South Vietnamese Government
cannot stand on its own feet by Decem
ber 31, 1971, and at that time offer to the
people of South Vietnam th~ right of
self determination, it never WIll be able
to do so.

This Nation has already lost 43,000
young men and spent $140 billion in the
hopes that at some time in the future the
problems of South Vietnam will all be
solved. That is enough.

Nor can the growing social and eco
nomic needs of our own people continu
ally be pushed aside.

In 1968, Congress passed the ~ousing

and Urban Development Act WhICh es
tablished the national goal of 26 million
new housing units over the next decade,
including 6 million units for low-income
and moderate-income families. But we
have not begun to approach our goal. In
stead, we have fallen backward-since
January 1969 housing starts have
dropped by 37 percent.

Our educational needs are equally
great. The National Advisory Commis
sion on Civil Disorders pointed to the
failure of education in the slums and
ghettos of America. Overcrowded class
rooms, poorlY equipped schools and a lack
of sumciently trained teachers all have
contributed to the growing chaos and
violence in the classrooms. Yet, at the
same time, urgently needed school bond
issues are being defeated in communities
throughout the Nation-not as a rejec
tion of America's pride in education, but
as a· reaction to the increasing tax bur
den in local communities. This unfortu
nate development threatens the educa
tion of children in all sections of the
country, black and white, rural. urban
and suburban.

The Nation's level of health care is
also slipping. Better availability of
health care for all Americans at a price
they can afford must be an immediate
goal of this Nation and must be given
urgent attention.

Greater resources to fight crime are
required. More policemen. improvement
in salaries for our law enforcement offi
cials, the streamlining of our jUdicial
system to break the bottlenecks to swift
justice, and the reform of our penal sys
tem are in great need of full support.

To some extent these urgent domestic
needs are all casualties of the war in
Vietnam and have caused us to suffer
greatly. The people of Vietnam have suf
fered even greater losses. To a lesser ex-

tent, all the people of the world have
suffered. Surely much of this suffering
can be eliminated if we enact the Mc
Govern-Hatfield proposal and, as Mr.
Clifford has suggested, "depend upon the
ability of the countries there to meet the
legitimate growing demands of their own
people:'

The question of the constitutional role
of Congress in the making of foreign
policy has been discussed in the debate.
The distinguished Senator from South
Dakota (Mr. MCGOVERN) addressed him
self to this question in an excellent man
ner on Friday of last week. An examina
tion of the Federalist papers and other
writings make clear the responsibilities
of Congress. An excellent article on this
subject in volume 50 of the Boston Uni
versity Law Review. page 40. states:

The grants of the war powers to the Con
gress are Juxtaposed to references to the
power of the purse. ThUS, Congress raises
and supports armies, but no appropriation
for the military may be for a period longer
than two years. Congress provides and main
tains the Navy. In particular. the two-year
limitation Indicates that the Framers in
tended the appropriation power be used to
ensure clYllian control over the military.
Jefferson expressed this relationship between
the appropriation power and the presiden
tial power In the strongest terms:

"We have already given, in example, an
effectual check to the dog of war, by trans
ferring the power of letting him loose from
the Executive to the Legislative body. from
those who are to spend to those who are to
pay."

Passage of this amendment would be
consistent with other recent actions
taken by the Senate to fulfill its consti
tutional role in the making of military
and foreign policy-the national com
mitments and the Cooper-Church reso
lutions are prime examples.

Finally, Mr. President, by passage of
the McGovern-Hatfield amendment we
would give support to the President's an
nounced intention of withdrawing our
troops from Vietnam and thereby make
it implicitly clear that all of us will
share the responsibilities; we would pre
sent a united front of bipartisan action
to the world-a unity of purpose and
aim. I believe the editOlial writer of the
Washington Post in an August 28 edi
torial was correct in stating:

Orderly termination of the war as soon as
feasible ought to b~ the Joint polley of the
two political branches, and It Is doubtful
that there will be .. better opportunity than
the present to make It so.

I urge the adoption of the McGovern
Hatfield amendment.

Mr. JACKSON, Mr. President, our ob
jective, shared by the administration and
by a great majority of the Congress and
the American people, is to speed the
withdrawal of American forces from
South Vietnam consistent with the policy
of leaving the people of South Vietnam
sufficiently strong to defend themselves.
It is important to move toward the goal
of ending our combat operations in Viet
nam as rapidly as possible and in a re
sponsible manner that is likely to bring
genuine, durable peace in Vietnam and
not a larger war later.

Mr. President, the issue posed to the
Senate by the McGovern-Hatfield
amendment is whether its adoption will

advance or worsen the prospects for
American withdrawal from Vietnam and
the negotiation of an honorable settle
ment in Paris.

I believe, Mr. President, that the
"amendment-to-end-the-war" will not
achieve that objective. The supporters
of the amendment have failed complete
ly to convince me that the total number
of lives lost in this tragic conflict will be
fewer if the amendment is passed than
if we carry out an orderly withdrawal in
the absence of statutory compulsion. It is
entirely possible, for example, that pas
sage of the amendment will serve, not to
shorten the war. but to deepen the in
transigence of the North Vietnamese at
Paris and further liberate their armed
forces to concentrate on the destruction
of innocent civilians in Cambodia and
Laos.

As our withdrawal proceeds. the only
leverage we have with which to promotE!
the chance of a negotiated settlement
lies in the uncertainty that surrounds the
President's timetable. This leverage ap
plies not only to Hanoi-which must
view with displeasure our efforts to
strengthen the South Vietnamese-but
also to Saigon whose cooperation will be
essential to any negotiated settlement.
If we establish a date certain for the
withdrawal of the last American soldier,
our capacity to influence the South
Vietnamese will vanish. And what is
worse, the spirit of cooperation essential
to the collaborative training mission of
the Vietnamization program may be
turned. instead, to enmity and bitter
ness.

For this reason, I believe it is mis
taken to asume that if the McGovern
Hatfield amendment were adopted Viet
namIzation could go forward successfully
in the months before December 31. 1971.
It might well collapse entirelY under the
burden of a seriously demoralized South
Vietnam and an invigorated North Viet
namese military force.

Moreover, Mr. President, I am opposed
to the rigid inflexibility that would result
from the legal requirements that all
armed forces be withdrawn by Decem
ber 31. 1971. I can imagine contingencies
in which lives-American and Vietnam
ese--could be saved by retaining the
freedom to keep highly specialized mili
tary advisers, on a volunteer basis, at
their posts after this arbitrary date.
Medical corpsmen, for example. may well
be on the job saving lives on December 31,
1971. Specialists in aircraft maintenance,
reconnaissance, the utilization of sophis
ticated electronic systems, and so forth,
may be required-and may be able to
perform important duties in a safe and
secure environment. Their efforts, which
would be terminated under the McGov
ern-Hatfield amendment, may prevent
the very loss of life its sponsors have
taken as their declared objective.

My own view is that the McGovern
Hatfield amendment is no way to nego
tiate with HanoI. It would fix a with
drawal schedule for the President by law,
removing once and for all the Presi
dent's options. What sort of a signal is
that to give the North Vietnamese?
What incentive would Hanoi have to ne
gotiate a settlement if the President is
under Congressional mandate to meet a
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deadline for evacuation, even the some
what extended deadline in the amended
version of the McGovern-Hatfield
amendment?

r do not believe the adoption of the
proposed amendment will bring closer
the objectives the great majority of us
seek.

Mr. President, the appointment of
David Bruce as our top negotiator in
Paris presents a new opportunity to make
a determined effort to break the stale
mate in the Paris talks.

As I have said on a number of previous
occasions, we should take advantage of
this new opportunity to offer a proposal
in Paris to start negotiations for a stand
still overall cease-fire.

r am glad to see that the New York
Times in the last few days has also come
to the view that an initiative for a stand
still cease-fire in Vietnam is a promising
and wise alternative to the McGovern
Hatfield amendment.

As part of a negotiated political settle
ment. we should promptly urge in Paris:

A formal proposal for an internation
ally supervised cease-fire by all parties
throughout Vietnam specifying provi
sions for the international peace-keeping
machinery to oversee the cease-fire, the
\"ithdrawal of outside military forces
'\ithin a specified time of the effective
date of the cease-fire; the protection of
minorities, with safeguards to guarantee
all South Vietnamese freedom of speech,
assembly and the press; and protection
against terrorism and political reprisals;

Free and open internationally super
vised elections in South Vietnam, with all
agreeing to accept the results of the
elections.

I shall vote, Mr. President, against the
pending amendment; and I would urge
my colleagues seriously to consider a
negotiated cease-fire, and to affirm the
wisdom of such a course.

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, the pend
ing amendment by Senators McGOVERN,
HATFIELD, and others has been revised in
a desperate effort to pick up additional
votes. Amendment 609 has now become
amendment 862. When experienced
Capitol Hill observers unanimously agree
that no matter what happens here in
the Senate, the amendment has not the
remotest chance of approval by the
House of Representatives, one wonders
why all of this effort, time, and pUblic
ity have been expended on it.

I! the reason is to try to mislead the
voting public into thinking that those
who are for the amendment are "anti
war" Senators and those who oppose it
are "pro-war" Senators, one can only
conclude that the proponents have the
utmost contempt for the intelligence of
the voters. Most of the public understand
very well that every Member of the Sen
ate hates war-and especially those of
us who have served in one. But that does
not cause a reflex response to support a
proposal that is deceptive in title and
specious in content.

Legislators are very familiar with the
aId tactic of puting a nice-sounding
Label on a bill or amendment for the
purpose of attracting support. We are
also familiar with the fact that it isn't
the label that counts, but the content of

the proposal. If, indeed, this was a gen
uine "end the war" amendment, it would
have passed both Houses long ago. But
it is not. And cutting through to its es
sence, it is clear that it is a peace at
any price proposition. The hatred of war
does not compel one to embrace peace
at any price.

The quickest way for this war to end
is through negotiations genuinely en
tered into by the opposing sides. It is
true that the meetings in Paris have
been unproductive thus far, notwith
standing all of the false optimism gen
erated over them by former President
Johnson. However, it is well known that
the principal reason for their failure has
been the belief of the North Vietnamese
that all they had to do was be patient,
and they would win the war in Wash
ington-just as they did in Paris during
the war with the French. The key to
this strategy is a continued high level
of American casualties. Vietnamization
is the answer to that, and all evidence
demonstrates that our casualties are
steadily going down. By the time most
of our ground combat troops are out of
Vietnam next spring, we may expect our
casualties to be very small. And as the
North Vietnamese see this trend, we may
expect them to become more serious
about negotiations.

I join with most Americans in the hope
that this war will be ended soon through
the negotiation procedure. But I must
warn that, if this pending amendment is
adopted, there would be no incentive for
the enemy to negotiate. All he would
have to do is wait patiently until all
American troops are out, as the amend
ment provides and the enemy has ample
patience. Thus the amendment's fatal
defect is that it would kill the possibility
of ending the war through negotiations-
and ending it much sooner than the
amendment would do, incidentally.

The proponents argue that the Con
gress should share the responsibility for
ending the war with the President. It is
true that we have that power, and it is
true that we exercise it through the ap
propriations process. That is not the
point. The point is whether it is wise for
us to use that power. If the war was get
ting bigger and worse-as it did for 5
long years before President Nixon took
office, I myself would advocate use of
that power. But when our new President
has reversed the tragic trend and is mov
ing us in the right direction, I do not be
lieve it is prudent to use our power in the
manner being proposed.

Moreover, I find it most interesting
that those who support this amendment
were, with rare exceptions, strangely
silent during the 5 years when this war
grew bigger and worse. Where were they
then with their end the war amend
ments? It may be said that not until we
had a new President-a Republican
President-did they think it was timely
to seek to share the responsibility for
ending the war. If that new President
was moving us in the wrong direction, or
maintaining the status quo, such an ex
cuse might be acceptable. In the present
state of affairs, however, it strains the
credulity of a majority of our fellow
citizens.

Mr. HART. Mr. President, today the
Senate can begin to reassert its proper
role in determining the foreign policy of
the United States.

Today, the Senate has the opportunity
to take a step toward ending U.S. involve
ment in a war which has claimed 43,000
Amelican lives and 285,000 wounded
Americans.

We can take those steps by approving
the McGovern-Hatfield amendment
which defines the limits of our efforts in
Indochina.

In brief, the amendment says:
First. No funds to support more than

280,000 armed service personnel in Viet
nam after April 30, 1971.

Second. After April 30, 1971, funds can
be used only to complete withdrawal by
December 31, 1971, and to secure release
of prisoners of war, to provide asylum for
any Vietnamese who feels physically
threatened by our withdrawal, and to
aid the Republic of Vietnam in programs
consistent with those goals.

Mr. President, I would like to address
myself to three points raised by this
amendment:

First. Would the amendment undercut
efforts to negotiate a settlement to the
war?

Second. Would the amendment "tie"
the President's hands in protecting our
troops?

Third. Would the amendment infringe
on the constitutional powers of the Presi
dent to conduct a war?

Mr. President, it has been argued that
to announce a withdrawal date would
take the pressure off the North Vietnam
ese to negotiate.

However, the President, correctly I be
lieve, has already announced an irrever
sible policy of withdrawal. While the date
for complete Withdrawal, if one has been
selected, has not been announced, it
seems to me that if the McGovern
Hatfield amendment undercuts negotia
tions, so too does the administration's
policy.

However, it seems to me that both the
administration's policy of withdrawal
and the McGovern-Hatfield amendment
could be a spur to negotiations.

The fact is that as long as our Nation
has been willing to fight the battles, the
Saigon government has shown little in
terest in negotiating a settlement. If we
tie our withdrawal schedule to progress
Saigon makes in building its ability to
carry on the war, then our Withdrawal
schedule will be determined by those who
prefer our men to fight their battles.

On the other hand, if we set a date
certain for withdrawal, the Saigon gov
ernment will be on notice just how much
longer it has to get its house in order or
to begin meaningful negotiations.

And certainly, it can hardlY be argued
that a withdrawal spread over 15 months
does not give Saigon long enough to as
sume the burdens of Vietnamization,
particularly in light of the facts that we
have given Saigon governments more
than $6 billion in direct Inilitary aid
since 1950 and Saigon now has more
than 1 million men under arms.

If Vietnamization of the war is a prop
er policy, another 15 months of Ameri
can presence in Vietnam surely will give
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it time to succeed if it ever is going to
su~ceed.

The McGovern-Hatfield amendment
then is not a change of policy but rather
a speed-up of the administration's an
nounced plan, which brings me to the
question of tying the President's hands.

The language of the amendment
makes quite clear that the President can
pursue any plan in the interest of safe
guarding our troops. Equally important,
h~ can extend the withdrawal timetable
by 60 days by informing Congress addi
tional time is needed.

And if still more time is needed, the
President can come to Congress to ask
for a further extension.

That requirement brings me to the
question of the authority to declare war
and the Constitution.

The writers of the Constitution clearly
. wanted the power to put this Nation into
. war in the hands of Congress.

While the Constitution gives the Pres
ident, as Commander in Chief, authority
to conduct the day-to-day tactics of a
war, the Constitution empowers the Con
gress to declare war, to raise an army, to
appropriate funds for an army, but not
for more than 2 years at a time.

The limit on appropriating funds for
not more than two years seems to me to
reflect the importance the writers of the
Constitution placed on having the deci
sions of war or peace in the hands of the
Members of Congress rather than in the
single pair of hands of a President.

Congress then is acting within its con
stitutional responsibilities to require that
the executve branch come to Congress if
it believes our participation in the con
flict must be extended beyond a certain
date.

It seems to me any administration
should welcome this approach, for it in
sures that future decisions affecting the
course of our action in Vietnam will be
shared by both branches of Government.
Such a sharing will do much to increase
the acceptance of any such decisions.

Mr. President, after pursuing a war
effort which has cost this Nation 43,000
lives, 285,000 wounded and $140 billion,
it is long past the time that Congress
and the Executive join in bringing an
end to that effort.

I would say that even if the funds
spent on the war were not so vitallY
needed here at home.

I would say that even if the war
spending were not the main cause of an
inflation which greatly dilutes the qual
ity of life in our Nation and efforts to
improve that quality.

I say that because in lives and treas
ure we have more than lived up to any
commitment we had to give the Saigon
government time to build a stable peace,
and under this amendment, that govern
ment will still have 15 more months to
meet its commitments to those Amer
icans who have lost their lives or have
been wounded.

To those who fear a "bloodbath" may
follow our withdrawal, I would say his
tOry does not indicate that will happen.
Equally important, the war already has
caused an estimated 300,000 civilian
deaths and more than 275,000 civilian
casualties. That bloodbath will continue,

perhaps at a reduced rate, as long as the
fighting continues.

Mr. President, it is time that the Sen
ate takes a step toward exercising its
constitutional role in this tragic conflict,
and take that step by setting a limit on
our participation in the war.

Mr. McINTYRE. Mr. President, I rise
in support of this amendment. My sup
port is based on two convictions:

First, indefinite continuation of this
war will threaten the internal stability,
even the security of our Nation.

Second, we got in this war together;
and we must get out of it together.

We have all seen the damage this war
has done to our Nation. It has caused
the deepest internal division since the
Civil War. This division has torn up our
cities, our institutions, our families. It
has set father against son, brother
against brother, and average American
against himself as he has struggled to
come to terms with this war.

The average American, like myself,
supported our intervention step by step.
And even when he saw optimistic report
after optimistic report crumble to dust,
he continued to hope for the best.

He has wrestled with his conscience
over the rightness, the wrongness or the
effectiveness of our presence in Vietnam
and now he has concluded that we must
withdraw.

The average American, the middle
Amelican if you will, has come to this
conclusion because it is his son who dies
in Vietnam, his community which suffers
because the costs of the war preclude
meeting urgent domestic needs, his pock
etbook which is squeezed hardest by
war-inspired inflation-and his pride in
what he wants our Nation to be which
is confronted by his awareness of what
this war has led us to do.

The average American knows that the
furies abroad in our land have their roots
in this war. He knows it is time to get
out of that war before our nationhood
itself becomes the ultimate victim of it.

Indeed, in a Nation which is polarized
in so many ways, the deep desire for
peace in Southeast Asia is perhaps the
most broadly American feeling in our
land today.

This amendment at its heart reflects
that desire for peace by setting a rea
sonable date for our withdrawal.

It also recognizes that the only sure
way we can realize such a peace at home
and abroad is to seek it together.

Four administrations, both parties, the
Congress of the United States-share re
sponsibility for an involvement in Viet
nam.

There is no room for any partisanship
here. In particular those of us who are
Democrats must remember that this is
not Mr. Nixon's war. He inherited it
from us.

And I want to make it clear now as
I have since he has become President
that I support our President in his efforts
for peace. I have also pledged to defend
him in the future against attacks from
those in either party who in latter, more
difiicult stages of our withdrawal, might
be tempted to try to accuse him of hav
ing "sold out" in Vietnam.

I am pleased that this amendment ap"

proaches this problem in such a broad
spirit of bipartisanship. It enjoys the
support of Members of both parties here
in the Senate just as it does in my own
State.

This amendment also recognizes the
responsibility for peace and war which
Congress and the President shares under
the Constitution. This has been essential
for my support.

It scrupuously does not interfere in
the President's responsibilities or pre
rogatives as Commander in Chief.

As is constitutionally proper, it speaks
only to the broadest of long-range policy
questions and leaves all tactical, opera
tional, and administrative matters to the
President.

It recognizes that the Commander in
Chief should be able to make exceptions
to this broad policy unilaterally to pro
tect our troops if they are exposed to
unanticipated clear and present danger.

It provides funds for the President in
support of our efforts to release our pris
oners of war, to protect those Vietnamese
who might be endangered by our with
drawal, and to continue our assistance
to the South Vietnamese so that they
can defend themselves.

It supports and shares the responsi
bility for implementing the President's
stated policy of withdrawing to the level
of 280,000 troops by April 30, 1971.

Finally, it recognizes that it is not
enough to support the President in his
efforts for peace; every Member of Con
gress, indeed every citizen, must help the
President to achieve peace by accepting
his appropriate share of the constitu
tional responsibility for making the
tough decisions which must be made if
we are to extricate ourselves from Viet
nam.

In sum, in its present moderated form,
it seeks to find a common constitutional
and policy ground on which this Nation
can move together in a responsible, bi
partisan, and determined search for
peace.
THE AMENDMENT TO END THE SHELL GAME

Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, this
morning's lead editorial in the Wash
ington Post is one of the most cogent
and forceful arguments I have read in
favor of the McGovern-Hatfield amend
ment. Cutting through much of the
rhetoric and misinterpretation to which
this amendment has been subject, the
editorial concluded:
... the main virtue of the McGovern

Hatfield amendment is not that it win end
the war, which it does not guarantee, but
that it wlll require a certain degree of can
dor about the war, if our effort or our for
tunes should take a. bad turn, whl1e imposing
no real limitations on the President if things
go wen.

I ask unanimous consent that this edi
torial, "The Amendment To End the
Shell Game," be reprinted in the REC
ORD at this point.

There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE AMENDMENT To END THE SHELL GAME

Over the weekend the Associated Press
invited Senators McGovern and Griffin to
argue for, and against, the so-called Amend
ment to End the War and while we don't
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agree with aU of what Senator McGovern
had to say (and least of all with the patently
spurious title that has been given to this
measure) we find ourselves disagreeing with
Just about everything Senator Griffin said.
When his argument Is not merely specious
It turns upon Itself in a way which seems
to us worth noting as the Senate comes up
to today's final vote.

What Senator Griffin winds up saying, on
behalf of the administration, is that "There
is no need at all for a law or anything else
seeking to accomplish what is already being
done." He quotes Mr. Nixon as saying that
his admlnlstration "has adopted a plan
which we have worked out in cooperation
with the South Vietnamese for the complete
withdrawal of aU U.S. combat forces on an
orderly, scheduled timetable." He quotes
Secretary Rogers as saying that this process
Is "irreversible"-that It "contemplates the
complete withdrawal of the troops in Viet
nam." And he acknOWledges that a large part
Of this withdrawal, and therefore an Im
portant part of the timetable, has already
been publicly announced; by next April, "an
additional 150,000 troops wlll have come
home."

So there is apparently no harm in the
President's fixing some deadllnes, a full year
ahead, and in making fiat and final eomrnlt
ments to eventual, total withdrawal. But
when the Congress proposes to fix a time
table which Is no more binding, in effect,
than Mr. Nixon's timetable, and Is in fact
qUite consistent with It, this becomes "dan
gerous" and "disruptive" and a clear signal
to the Communists that they "need not
negotiate seriously, that they could attain
by default what they could not win on the
battlefield." The Communists, Senator Grif
fin tells us, have "in an Infinite degree the
capacity to walk with time."

WeU, so they do. And so they can also
read, which means that they can probably
tell the difference between a piece of legisla
tion which Is open-ended, as currently revised,
obliging the President only to ask for more
time if he wishes to extend the deadline, and
a publlc presidential commitment which 18
"Irreversible." As a practical matter, the
amended McGovern-Hatfield provision re
quires the President merely to do what he
would have to do in any case to get the
money he would need to stretch out the
war; he would have to ask. When we are
talking about an adversary with "an Infinite
. . . capacity to walk with time," McGovern
Hatfield offers no more Incentive for stall
ing on negotiations than the President's own
promises.

So our answer to Senator Griffin is very
simple; If there is no need for a law to ac
compllsh what is already being done, there
can equally be no harm in a law which seeks
only to accompllsh what is already being
done. The McGovern-Hatfield proposal does
not, after all, require the President to follow
a congressional timetable If he can improve
upon it-although Senator Griffin seems to
be arguing that it WOUld. All it really does,
In Its present form, Is to reinforce the PresI
dent's announced Intentions with a state
ment of similar Intent on the part of Con
gress. In this sense, Just because the amend
ment accepts the President's current sense
of timing without foreclosing the need for
a stretchout later on, it is as much an ex
pression of support as It Is a restraint. It is
a sharing of responsibility, long overdue in
this divisive and tormented undertaking, and
It is beyond our comprehension why the
President should not positively welcome it
above all, at a time when he and his
lieutenants are at great pains to prove to
us and to our adversaries that things are
going our way. Our casualties are down,
dramatically, which is the most effective
eVidence we could have that the burden of

the war is being transferred progressively to
our South Vietnamese aIlles; the enemy, for
reasons not yet entirely clear, is not pressing
the war with the same old intensity; the
South Vietnamese army is performlng better
every day, we are told. The Vice President is
returning from an Asian tour aglow with
progress reports.

If things were going badly, if there were
ominous indications of an enemy buildup,
if there were any real dOUbt in the minds
of administration officials about their ablllty
to make good on their timetable-that would
give us all pause. But if that were the case,
It would be all the more reason for the ad
ministration's being under some requirement
to say so-to tell us what is going on, to pre
pare us for new adversities, to rally 5upport
in the face of new challenges-which is all
that McGovern-Hatfield in Its final form
would now require. It would obllge the exec
utive branch to come clean with the rest
of us 50 that we don'.t learn, as we did on
April 30 of this year, for one example, of
a crippling adversity in Cambodia, which was
not worth mentioning in a full-dress Viet-
nam report 10 days earlier. .

That is what has robbed our efforts of force
and conviction-the endless shell game with
pUblic opinion, which only serves to bring on
the great political upheavals when the hard
facts can no longer be suppressed. The Presi
dent blames the war critics for this; the Vice
President finds it close to treason. But the
process of pUblic dislllusionment over this
war does not begin with the disillusioned;
it has always begun with dissembling by the
government. And the main virtue of the
McGovern-Hatfield amendment is not that
it will end the war, which it does not guaran
tee, but that it will require a certain degree
of candor about the war, if ollr effort or our
fortunes should take a bad turn,· while im
posing no real limitations on the President
if things go well.

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, the impres
sion has been conveyed by some of the
backers of the McGovern-Hatfield
amendment that their amendment offers
the only possible way of terminating our
involvement in Southeast Asia, and that
the alternative to their amendment is an
indefinite prolongation of the Southeast
Asia conflict.

They convey the impression, in short,
that they want to end the war, whereas
those who oppose them do not want to
end the war.

Nothing could be further from the
truth than this juxtaposition.

The fact is that every single member
of the Senate and every patriotic Amer
ican wants to end the war and wants our
American boys back home from South
east Asia as soon as possible.

But the manner in which we go about
disinvolving ourselves is all important.
It can make the difference between a
crushing military and diplomatic defeat
and the achievement of a settlement that
offers substantial hope for the independ
ence of Southeast Asia.

The administration last year com
mitted itself to a progressive disinvolve
ment in Vietnam, to be paralleled by a
progressive strengthening of the South
Vietnamese forces so that they could take
over the burden of battle in an orderly
manner as we withdrew.

Over the first 10 months of this pro
gram, more than 115,000 combat troops
were ·withdrav."l1.

In April of this year the President com
mitted himself to the further withdrawal

of 150,000 American troops over the fol
lowing 12-month period.

The expectation is that all gro1ll1d
combat forces will be out of Vietnam
sometime in 1971. But air support and
logistical support units and American
military advisers might still remain for
some time, in a carefully measured taper
ing off process. This would give the
President flexibility and enormously
strengthen our posture in dealing with
the North Vietnamese Communists.

The McGovern-Hatfield amendment
would completely deny the President this
fiexibility, because it calls for the with
drawal of all American forces,lock, stock,
and barrel, from all of Indochina by De
cember 31, 1971.

Although what seems to be involved is
a simple and perhaps not too substan
tial difference in timetable, the rigidity
of the McGovern-Hatfield amendment
makes it a formula for defeat and dis
aster.

It would reduce the possibility of any
progress at the Paris conference, because
all the Comm1ll1ists would have to do
would be to sit back and wait for the
fixed date on which the last American
serviceman would be withdrawn from
Vietnam.

It would completely nullify the very
real possibilities that exist of a peaceful
settlement of the Vietnam confiict.

It would deprive us of any leverage we
may today possess in seeking to negoti
ate for the liberation of the American
captives now in Communist hands. In
deed. I do not think it an exaggeration
to say that the McGovern-Hatfield
amendment would seal their doom.

The amendment to end the war has
been dUbbed by certain critics "The
Amendment to Lose the Peace." I do not
think that this play on words overstates
the case in any way.

The fact is that the sponsors of the
amendment more or less frankly admit
that their measure would probably lead
to a Comm1ll1ist takeover in Vietnam and
Southeast Asia.

The junior Senator from Rhode Island
has even suggested that Communist gov
ernments in Vietnam and Southeast Asia
might be preferable to weak pro-'Western
governments which will require our con
tinuing support.

The principal sponsors of the amend
ment have not gone quite this far. But,
recognizing the fact that h1ll1dreds of
thousands of Vietnamese may fear for
their lives If their amendment were to
become law and If the Communists were
then to take over, they have suggested
that we should be prepared, together
with other nations, to open our doors to
all Vietnamese who might prefer asylum
abroad.

The Vice President has already asked
the pointed question:

How many Vietnamese refugees is the Sen
ator from South Dakota wUling to accept in
his state?

This question has to be carried several
stages further If the sponsors of the
McGovern-Hatfield amendment really
mean what they say about offering asy
lum to all of those who would want to
fiee If the Communists took over.
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The sponsors of the amendment are every individual American distrusted every
obviously thinking in terms of some where on earth.
scores of thousands of Vietnamese refu- The justification offered for the Mc
gees, or of one or two hundred thousand Govern-Hatfield amendment is that it
at the most. will save lives by ending the war more

This is an impossibly low figure when rapidly.
one recalls that there were almost 1 mil- This is the same kind of fatefUl illu
lion refugees from North Vietnam in just sian that led Neville Chamberlain and
over 6 months after the Ho Chi Minh the other well-intentioned appeasers of
takeover. Moreover, millions of South the pre-World War II peliod to believe
Vietnamese have put their lives on the that they could save human lives by
line against the Communists, in the gov- avoiding war in 1938.
emment service and in the armed forces. The plice they paid for this fateful
Putting these two facts together, there is illusion was World War II.
every reason to believe that the number You do not save lives by destroying the
of South Vietnamese who would want to credibility of the United States, because
leave their country if the Communists it is this credibility more than any other
took over would run into the millions. single factor that preserves the larger

Who is going to accommodate these peace of the world.
millions of South Vietnamese? World war is less likely so long as we

And who is going to accommodate the conduct ourselves in a manner which
millions of Laotians and Cambodians persuades both our friendS and our en-
and Thais who may come after them? emies that we will honor our commit-

Where does the process stop? ments and that, in the words of our mar-
l say that the so-called humanitarian tyred President John F. Kennedy, "we

solution proposed by the sponsors of the are prepared to pay any plice and bear
McGovern-Hatfield amendment is utter- any burden" to do so.
ly unrealistic and would, in practice, But if we raise the white flag in Viet
turn out to be a sordid fraUd on the nam and accept the humiliation of this
peoples of Southeast Asia. unprecedented military and political de-

The only way that the lives and safety feat no allY thereafter will be able to
of these millions of Southeast Asians take our word seriously, and our enemies
can be assured is by keeping Southeast will have an equal disregard for us.
Asia free. In such a situation, our enemies might

I do not understand the reasoning of easily make a miscalculation that would
those Senators who insist that in South lead to Armageddon. It could happen in
Vietnam we can bug out or raise the the Middle East. It could happen in Ber
white flag, or call it what you Will, and lin. It could happen at half a dozen other
emerge from this with enhanced credi- points.
bility rather than reduced credibility. Historically, the loss of credibility by a

Four successive Amelican Prebidents, major power has resulted in more than
in scores of consecutive statements, have one major war.
committed the United States to help the It has been argued, for example, that

·th t d th Germany invaded Belgium in World War
people of South Vietnam WI s an e I because they did not find it credible thatonslaught of Communist aggression. If
we now forget about these solemn com- Great Britain would honor her commit-

ment to defend that country.
mitments and simply pull out completely The failure of Blitain and France to
on a fixed date as the amendment pro- honor their commitment to Czechoslo
poses, do not imagine that we can do so vakia duling and after the Munich crisis
without a fearful cost in honor and in
credibility. destroyed their credibility in the eyes of

Hitler. He therefore felt free to move
The high cost of surrender in Viet- against Poland in 1939, in the confidence

nam has been underscored by some of that there would be no war despite the
our best and wisest friends in Europe. Anglo-French commitments to Warsaw.
The London Economist, which is inter- And the Korean war might very well
nationallY recognized as one of the free have been avoided had we made it un
world's foremost political reviews, had mistakably clear in advance of the war
this to say on the subject. that we would not tolerate a Communist

It is arguable that the cost of victory, in effort to take over South Korea by force.
terms of bloodshed, Is proving to be too great; Unfortunately, certain careless state-
but the cost of betrayal could be even great-
er. After backing so many rickety regimes ments that were made and certain ac
through thick and thin, it would be tragic if tions that we failed to take, combined to
they were to ditch this much better gov- convince the Communists that an Amer
ernment to let the Liberation Front in. It is ican defense of South Korea just was not
an illusion to imagine that the United States credible.
can agree to a compromise peace that would Historically, it can be demonstrated
amount to a sell-out and retain any credi- that millions of human lives have been
bility in Asia. Nor In Asia alone; for in this lost as a result of lack of credibility orshrunken world credibility is indivisible.

the loss of credibility. And those who are
And I should like to quote once again willing to surrender American credibility

the bitter words wlitten several years in the name of saving human life in Viet
ago by a prominent Filipino writer, Vin- nam, may, if they have their way, bring
cento Villiman. This is what he said: on a catastrophe which will again con-

The abandonment of Vietnam would be an sume millions of human lives, men,
indelible blemish on America's honor. It women, and children.
would reduce America in the estimation ot I have said that there is reason for
mankind to a dismal third-rate power, de- hoping that the Vietnam war will ter
spite her wealth, her culture, and her nu- ml'nate m' a peaceful settlement if we doclear arsenal. It would make every American
ashamed of his Government and would make not commit the folly of legislating a fixed

date of withdrawal, as this amendment
asks us to do. There are many reasons
why I believe this to be so.

First of all, there is the terrible blood
letting which North Vietnam has brought
upon itself. According to reliable esti
mates, their losses in the Vietnam con
flict exceeds 600,000 men, which would be
the equivalent of more than 8 mil
lion men for a country like the United
States.

As much as they may strive to conceal
it there are many evidences of exhaus
ti~n today in the Hanoi dictatorship.
Among other things, it is clear that
powerful members of the Politburo in
Hanoi believe that they would be much
better advised to try to take over South
Vietnam via the political route, rather
than continue indefinitely this incon
clusive and frightfully costly conflict.

Second, there is the growing success of
the Vietnamization program.

Third, there is the massive victory
scored by the allied forces in their ac
tion against the Communist sanctuaries
in Cambodia.

Fourth, there is the increasing diffi
culty which the Communists are finding
in their Cambodian operation. A sur
prise conquest of Cambodia is no longer
possible. The Cambodian army is get
ting arms and shaping up. But even more
important, according to all correspond
ents, the North Vietnamese invasion has
given birth to a fierce patriotic resistance
among all sectors of the population.

Finally Hanoi is haunted by the ever
present specter of the Sino-Soviet con
flict.

This confiict has intensified in recent
years to the point where all-out war has
become a selious possibility. Indeed, some
of the leading China experts in the free
world are convinced that such a conflict
is all but inevitable, and that it will prob
ably erupt within the next several years.

Whether it is inevitable or not, I do
not presume to say. But certainly, Hanoi
is aware of the intensification of the con
flict.

It is aware of the open preparations
for war that have been reported on by
numerous observers in Northern China.

It is aware of the massive buildUp of
Soviet military strength, now estimated
to total more than forty divisions on the
Chinese frontier.

And it knows, far better than we can
know, what totalitarian Communist re
gimes are capable of.

For all of these reasons, the members
of the Hanoi Politburo must worry day
and night over the possibility that the
Sino-Soviet conflict will erupt in open
war. For, if it does erupt, and if at that
time they are still bogged down in South
Vietnam, then their time will have run
out. There would be virtually no pos
sibility of military support from the two
warring Communist superpowers, and
their diplomatic leverage in the Paris
talks would fall close to zero.

I am convinced that the North Viet
namese leaders have thought of these
things and I am also convinced that more
than one of them has argued that per
haps they ought to try to achieve a set
tlement while there is still peace between
the Soviet Union and Red China, rather
than risking the possibility that, if they
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persevere too long, catastrophe may over
take their own enterprises on the sim
mering Sino-Soviet frontier.

I hope the Senators will decisively re
ject the McGovern-Hatfield amend
ment and that they will support the
President in seeking American disin
volvement from Indochina under condi
tions that will assure the continued free
dom of these proud and ancient peoples.

Mr. SPONG. Mr. President, peace is
our goal in Southeast Asia; the ways and
means of achieving it, our dilemma.

Congressional participation in the for
mulation of the ways anq means is our
right and responsibility; evaluation of
the proposals advanced and their im
plications, our obligation.

I seek an end to the hostilities in South
east Asia, but I have reviewed the Mc
Govern-Hatfield amendment and have
concluded that it will not accomplish the
goal we seek.

It would, instead, forestall any slim
chance for a negotiated settlement that
might exist. Its inflexibility might pre
clude actions necessary to facilitate dis
engagement. And, it is questionable
whether the course proposed, more than
the course now pursued, would contribute
to an end to the conflict and the estab
lishment of peace and stability in South
east Asia.

Thus, while sharing a goal with the
authors of the amendment, I do not share
their confidence in the ways and means
advocated and, therefore, voted against
the amendment.

It is my hope that there will be a sense
of-the-Senate resolution offered after the
Labor Day recess which I can support
that will not infringe upon the constitu
tional prerogatives of the Chief Execu
tive and yet will state what I believe to
be the desire of the Senate and of the
President himself for an early and order
ly disengagement from Indochina.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, the eager
ness today of some Members of the Sen
ate to take over control of foreign policy
plus the duties of the President as Com
mander in Chief is exceeded only by the
lethargy they showed during the decade
of the 1960's when John F. Kennedy and
Lyndon Johnson were slowly but steadily
involving us in an Asian land war.

Had they been as zealous about their
asserted prerogatives and as conscien
tious about their constitutional respon
sibilities in those days as they are today,
President Nixon would never have in
herited this war and would never have
been faced with the task-which he is
carrying out magnificently-of extricat
ing us from this Kennedy-Johnson dis
aster in such a way as to retain America's
credibility in the world and the American
people's respect and confidence in them
selves.

I would like to cite a series of dates
and events to show how we got into this
war, while a Democrat-controlled Con
gress either stood idly by or lent aid and
support to the kinds of actions which
those same Democrats now say are either
wrong or circumvent the Constitution
and the prerogatives of the Congress.

On May 5, 1961, President Kennedy
says United States considering use of
U.S. military forces to help the Republic

of Vietnam. It is interesting to note that
only 3 months earlier the total Viet
cong strength was estimated by the Re
public of Vietnam at 10,000 men.

On December 4, 1961, President Ken
nedy informs President Diem that the
United States is prepared to participate
in an increased effort with South Viet
nam, and that U.S. uniformed forces
would participate in operational missions
with Vietnamese forces,

February 14, 1962, President Kennedy
says U.S. troops are instructed to fire to
protect themselves if fired on.

February 22, 1963, the Department of
Defense states U.S. pilots flying many
operational missions and are authorized
to make tactical strikes.

July 27, 1964, the Pentagon announces
several thousand additional U.S. advisers
will go to Vietnam.

AugUst 2, 1964, U.S.S. Maddox on
patrol in Gulf of Tonkin attacked by
three North Vietnamese PT boats.

August 4, 1964, U.S.S. Maddox and
U.S.S. Turner Joy attacked by five North
Vietnamese PT boats.

January 1,1965, U.s. military strength
in Vietnam reaches 23,000.

March 8, 1965, elements of first Ma
rines land in South Vietnam.

July 28, 1965, President Johnson an
nounces U.S. troop strength in Vietnam
will rise to 125,000.

January 1, 1966, U.S. military strength
reaches 184,000.

February I, 1966, U.S. troops in South
Vietnam number 201,000.

May I, 1966, U.S, troop' strength
reaches 252,000.

September I, 1966, U.S. troop strength
reaches 306,000.

November I, 1966, U.S. troops in South
Vietnam now number 350,000.

May 1, 1967, United States now has
460,000 troops in South Vietnam.

January I, 1968, United States now has
486,000 men under arms in South Viet
nam.

February I, 1968, we pass the half mil
lion mark. There are 510,000 American
fighting men in South Vietnam.

April I, 1968, troop limit for South
Vietnam upped to 538,500.

October 31, 1968, just before the pres
idential elections, President Johnson or
ders a complete cessation of air, ground,
and naval bombardment of North Viet
nam.

December I, 1968, U.S. military
strength in Vietnam is 538,000 men.

Finally, on February 28, 1969, our troop
strength hits 542,000.

Mr. President, that was the peak. From
that day onward U.S. efforts to disen
gage honorably and credibly and respon
sibly from Vietnam have been increas
ingly successful.

By June 13, 1969, the President was
able to have the Secretary of Defense
announce the first redeployment of troops
from South Vietnam-25,OOO men.

The rest, of course, we know. Con
tinuing withdrawal to where there will
only be 280,000 Americans-or less-in
South Vietnam by the end of next spring.
This is nearly a 50-percent reduction
from the peak number.

Mr. President, as we have watched
the President unwind this war, we have

seen casualties decline markedly. They
have run under the 100-a-week mark
now for the last 8 weeks, thanks
largely to the President's decision no
longer to allow the North Vietnamese
sanctuary in Cambodia.

Vietnamization is proceeding better
than our experts had dared hope, as is
shown by the successes of the South
Vietnamese troops and since the Cam
bodian operation began.

Reports from former pessimistic view
ers of the South Vietnamese scene are
now generally optimistic.

The President has assured us that
American fighting men will continue to
come home and that we will have peace
in South Vietnam.

The President said yesterday:
So far as the United States Involvement

Is concerned in Vietnam, peace Is certain.

Mr. President, let me continue with
a few more comparisons. For instance,
the costs of the war in Vietnam. The full
cost in fiscal year 1968, the last full
Johnson year, was $26.5 billion.

This fiscal year it is $23.2 billion. Sub
stantial further reductions are expected
in fiscal year 1971.

Casualties are most important. In
1968, we suffered 14,592 casualties. Un
der President Nixon, these were reduced
in 1969 to 9,414. Through July of this
year, they were reduced f~lrther-to
3,207-too many, a substantial reduc
tion.

Let us look at draft calls which are a
good indicator of which way we are go
ing. In 1968, 299,000 men were called.
This year 163,500 wiII be called.

The total military and civilian man
power of the Defense Department has
declined by 680,000 men since 1968.

Procurement has been cut by 20 per
cent meaning that the Defense labor
forc~ has been cut back 600,000 workers.

For the first time in 20 years, we are
spendlng more on human resources than
on defense.

Mr. President, it is clear the President
is unwinding this war. It is equally clear
that he is turning this Nation into the
paths and pursuits of peace.

Actions, unreasonable actions, actions
that can only lead to defeat and disaster.

Why?
Where were those voices of "peace

now" in the 1960's?
The fact is, Mr. President, those voices

carping against the President today be
long largely to the same persons who
must share the blame for the disasters
of the 1960's.

They not only let it happen; they
abetted it.

Now they have seen their failures. And
now they cannot stand to see the Presi
dent's successes.

By shouting loudly for more they seek
to obscure those successes.

Mr. President, It will not wo!"k. The
Nation has seen what happened In the
1960's. They have seen what the Presi
dent has done in the 1970's.

There are those who would not give
him the chance to complete the task of
undoing the errors of the past.

But the American people will not be
fooled, and most of the Members of
Congress will not be fooled.
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They will give him that chance.
He is leading us down the road away

from war, the road toward peace with
honor and justice.

The American people are a fair people.
They will not ask for more.

They are a proud and responsible peo
ple-they will not settle for less.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that there be inserted
in the body of the RECORDa statement
issued to the press on the Hatfield-Mc
Govern amendment.

There being no objection, the state
ment was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

STATEMENT BY SENATOR COOPER

Senators Hatfield, McGovern, Cranston,
Hughes, GoodeH and Javlts deserve the ap
preciatIon of the people for their efforts to
bring to the Congress and to the PresIdent
their deep convIctIon, shared by mllllons
that the war In VIetnam should be brought
to a close.

As it has been for all members of thIs body,
my chief concern for many years has been
the war In VIetnam, draInIng the resources
and life of our people. It remaIns, I am sure,
the chIef concern of our country.

The majority of the Senate has sought to
halt its spread, as evIdenced by the approval
of amendments last year to prohibit the use
of ground forces in Laos and Thalland and,
this year, to prevent the commItment of our
country to the defense of CambodIa without
the approval of the Congress. I have thought
there is a legal distinctIon between these
past amendments and the present amend
ment. The former dealt wIth the commitment
of our country in a new war wIthout the
approval of the Congress. The latter deals
with the conduct of the war untll the final
day of wIthdrawal. But I do not labor thIs
legal poInt for the objective in both cases
has been to end our Involvement In Vietnam.

Nevertheless, I shall vote against the Hat
field-McGovern amendment. My chief con
cern has always been and remains that II
settlement of the Issues of VIetnam and of
Indochina and the end of al! fighting should
be secured by negotIations. For thIs reason,
several years ago, wIth other members of the
Senate, I joined In urging a cessatIon of the
bombIng of North Vietnam to ascertain if it
were possible to enter negotIations. Un
happlly, despite the able and devoted efforts
of Ambassadors HarrIman, Vance, Lodge and
Habib, the Vietnamese refused to negotiate.

Now, President Nixon is making a new
inItiative toward negotiations. He has stated
that he has gIven new and flexIble instruc
tions to another able and skllled representa
tIve of our country, Ambassador Bruce. The
sponsors of the Hatfield-McGovern resolu
tion urge that Its adoptIon would promote
negotiations between North and South VIet
nam. The AdmInIstratIon's position is that It
would inhIbIt negotiatIons. No one can pre
dIct whIch is correct, but the PresIdent is in
control of negotiations, theIr conduct is in
his hands, and I believe that he should be
given the opportunIty and the mandate to
secure a settlement. Whether our course
should be wIthdrawal by Vletnamizatlon or
withdrawal under thIs resolution, I believe
that wIthout a settlement, fightIng and In
stability will continue in Southeast AsIa
after our wIthdrawal.

Today, I believe that negotiatIons wlll have
the better chance if the amendment Is not
adopted. I urge the AdministratIon to devote
greater efforts to negotiations for a settle
ment In VIetnam and IndochIna.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I received a
very forcefully worded and concise state
ment of opposition to the McGovern
Hatfield amendment. It is remarkable in

that its brevity adds to the impact of its
message by saying in a few words all that
is really necessary to know about the
amendment.

The statement was in the form of a
telegram from J. Milton Patrick, na
tional commander of the American Le
gion. It was sent from Portland, Oreg.,
where the Legion is holding its national
convention.

I believe Mr. Patrick's statement ex
presses the feelings of millions of Amer
icans, both members of the Legion and
other citizens.

I ask unanimous consent that the text
of the telegram be inserted in the RECORD
at this point.

There being no objection, the telegram
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

AUGUST 27, 1970.
HON. ROBERT DOLE,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.:

The AmerIcan Legion strongly opposes the
Hatfield-McGovern amendment to FY-71
ntllitary procurement authorIzatIon act,
ThIs amendment would compel the UnIted
States to wIthdraw forces from VIet Nam
and ham-string the PresIdent's efforts to
achieve a just and honorable peace in that
war torn country. The actIon called for by
this amendment would In effect hand over
all IndochIna to Communism and make a
terrible mockery of the sacrifices we have
made to insure the right of South Vietnam
to self determination. We urge you to op
pose the passage of the Hatfield-McGovern
amendment and to encourage your col
leagues to do likewise.

J. Mn.TON PATRICK,
National Commander of American Legion.

Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, the
vote we are about to cast could be one
of the most significant votes Senators
will ever cast.

I have lived with this vote night and
day since last April 30-the day before
the Cambodian invasion-the day this
amendment was first submitted.

I thank God this amendment was sub
mitted when it was, because, as every
Senator knows, in the turbulent days
following the invasion of Cambodia and
the tragedy at Kent State University, this
amendment gave a constructive rallying
point to millions of angUished citizens
across this war-weary land.

I believe that, along with the Cooper
Church amendment, the pending amend
ment helped to keep the Nation from
exploding this summer. It was the lode
star that inspired more mail, more tele
grams, more eager young visitors to our
offices, more political action, and more
contributions from doctors, lawyers,
workers, and housewives than any other
initiative of Congress in this summer
of discontent.

Now this question is about to be re
solved. What is the choice it presents
us? It presents us with an opportunity
to end a war we never shOUld have en
tered. It presents us with an opportunity
to revitalize constitutional government
in America by restoring the war powers
the Founding Fathers obliged the Con
gress to carry.

It gives us an opportunity to correct
the drift toward one-man rule in the cru
cial areas of war and peace.

All my life, I have heard Republicans

and conservative Democrats complaining
about the growth of centralized power in
the Federal executive.

Vietnam and Cambodia have convinced
me that the conservatives were right. Do
they really believe their own rhetoric?
We have permitted the war power which
the authors of the Constitution wisely
gave to us as the people's representatives
to slip out of our hands until it now re
sides behind closed doors at the State De
partment, the CIA, the Pentagon, and
the basement of the White House. We
have foolishly assumed that war was too
complicated to be trusted to the peo
ple's forum-the Congress of the United
States. The result has been the cruelest,
the most barbariC,and the most stupid
war in our national history.

Every Senator in this Chamber is
partly responsible for sending 50,000
young Americans to an early grave. This
Chamber reeks of blood.

Every Senator here is partly respon
sible for that human wreckage at Walter
Reed and Bethesda Naval and all across
our land-young men without legs, or
arms, or genitals, or faces, or hopes.

There are not very many of these
blasted and broken boys who think this
war is a glorious venture.

Do not talk to them about bugging out,
or national honor, or courage.

It does not take any courage at all for
a Congressman, or a Senator, or a Presi
dent to wrap himself in the flag and say
we are staying in Vietnam, because it is
not our blood that is being shed.

But we are responsible for those young
men and their lives and their hopes.

And if we do not end this damnable
war, those young men will some day
curse us for our pitiful willingness to let
the Executive carry the burden that the
Constitution places on us.

So before we vote, let us ponder the
admonition of Edmund Burke, the great
parliamentarian of an earlier day:

A conscientious man would be cautIous
how he dealt in blood.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
for the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

SPONG). All time on the amendment has
now expired.

The question is on agreeing to the
amendment (No. 862) of the Senator
from South Dakota (Mr. MCGOVERN)
and the Senator from Oregon (Mr. HAT
FIELD) •

On this question the yeas and nays
have bee'n ordered, and the clerk will call
the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk pro
ceeded to call the roll.

Mr. LONG (when his name was
called) . On this vote I have a pair with
the Senator from Utah (Mr. Moss). If
he were present and voting, he would
vote "yea." If I were at liberty to vote,
r would vote "nay." I withhold my vote.

The rollcall was concluded.
Mr. KENNEDY. I announce that the

Senator from New Mexico (Mr. ANDER
SON), the Senator from Nevada (Mr.
CANNON), and the Senator from Utah
(Mr. Moss) are necessarily absent.

I further announce that, if present
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In the first place? Hatfield and McGovern
have an answer; Nixon does not.

For if we are not ready to lean on Thleu
and Ky and get them to accept a poli tical
settlement which includes the Viet cong,
then the only alternative is to continue to
support them in an unconscionable, unwln
nable war and the only way we can convince
our arrogant allles In Saigon that we are
serious Is to tell them the date on which
we are leaving.

According to James Reston there Is a fac
tion within the Nixon administration which
understands this point. But if ever there
was an Issue that transcends partisan loyal
ties, this is it. It would completely transform
the debate If a man, or men, of conscience
high in the administration would pUblIcly
state that the Hatfield-McGovern approach
is a genuine strategy for peace and not the
sell-out the Agnews try to make of it.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, as an
epilog to the vote on the Hatfield-Mc
Govern amendment, I wish to say that
I think the vote settled nothing in a de
finitive sense as regards the role of Con
gress in this matter.

It is clear to me that somehow or other,
we have to flnd a way to join the Presi
dent and Congress in establishing what
will be our national policy in bringing
this war to an end, now that the Senate
has voted to terminate the Gulf of Ton
kin Resolution.

I shall offer my contribution in this
connection. I have authored a bill to
divide the war powers between Congress
and the President. That is a long-term
matter, and my bill excludes Vietnam
which I feel is sui generis in a legal sense.

I shall propose a resolution to ex
press those major sentiments of the sen
timent which I feel were obscured by the
flnal vote on the McGovern-Hatfield
amendment.

Now that the Senate secms to have re
jected the concept of legislating a with
drawal date, I think it is practical to
propose a resolution based on the Presi
dent's policy, as well as policy developed
here. Its purpose would be to commit the
President and Congress to a common ex
pression of what should be the policy
for withdrawal, the way it shouId be
done, and the conditions under which it
should be done in respect to Vietnam.
This has now become urgent in my judg
ment.

I thank the Senator for yielding.
AMENDMENT NO. 754

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senate will now
turn to the consideration of amendment
No. 754, as modified, of the Senator from
Wisconsin (Mr. PROXMIRE), with a time
limitation of 1 hour, 30 minutes to the
side.

Amendment No. 754, as modified, reads
as follows:

At the end of the bill add a new section as
follows:

"SEC. . No funds appropriated pursuant
to this or any other Act may be expended
after the date of enactment of this section
for the purpose of sending to South Vietnam,
Laos, or Cambodia, any person inducted into
the Armed Forces of the United States un
der the Military Selective Service Act of 1967,
or any SUbsequent Act providing for the con
scription of persons into the Armed Forces,
unless funds are specifically authorized to
be expended for such purpose by law here
after enacted. The preceding sentence shall
not apply In the case of any person in-

and has undertaken no land or other
reforms whatever.

Michael Harrington, nationally known
columnist, in a recent column, "Hatfield
McGovern Plan Is Our Best Hope," com
mented that the United States is the tool
of Thieu and Ky. He wrote of the arro
gance of the leaders of the Saigon re
gime. It is well known that Ambassador
Ellsworth Bunker and other American
officials in Saigon have catered unduly to
Vice President Ky and other Saigon mili
tarists we are maintaining in power. I ask
unanimous consent, Mr. President, that
this column be inserted in the RECORD at
this point as a part of my remarks.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
HATFIELD-McGOVERN PLAN Is OUR BEST HOPE

(By Michael Harrington)
According to Hanoi the government in

Saigon is an american puppet. However, I
think that the North Vietnamese have got
the relationship backwards and that the
United States is the tool of Thieu and Ky.

When for example, Richard Nixon indi
cated that this country would accept a po
litical settlement which might bring the
Communists into the South Vietnam gov
ernment, Thleu snapped back that there
would be no coalition under any terms.
Semanticists were then summoned to prove
that Nixon's tough line and Thleu's tougher
line amounted to the same thing.

I cite the arrogance of our "men in Sai
gon" because it relates to the Hatfield-Mc
Govern proposal to get America out of Viet
nam by the end of 1971. For paradoxically,
the only hope of achieving what the United
States ciaims it wants in that unhappy
land-a political settlement, not a military
Victory-depends on taking the Hatfield
McGovern approach.

As long as this country does not fix a time
limit for Withdrawal, there is no real pressure
on Thieu and Ky -to undertake the reforms
which are an absolute pre-condition to any
settlement. Those include freeing the polit
ical prisoners, and allowing open debate in
the upcoming election !lnd not discover
Ing-as Thleu and Ky did In the last cam
paign-200,OOO misplaced, pro-regime bal
lots, long after the polls were closed.

Up until now, the Saigon government has
not given the least hint that It wlll do such
things. Instead, every time there is an even
moderately conclliatory statement from the
White House, our "puppets" usually out
shout and prevail over the President of the
United States. And with Vice President Ag
new's recent speech in which he all but
urged mllltary victory In Vietnam, the line
of the Saigon haWks is now apparently the
policy of the American government.

In this context, It must be understood
that the Hatfield-McGovern proposal does
not advocate that we simply walk out of
Vietnam without a thought for the conse
quences. It gives us, rather, the possibility
of confronting Thieu and Ky with the clear
choice of either accepting a political settle
ment or going it alone. In that sense, it is
a valiant effort to confer some meaning on
the more than 40,000 American lives-and
the many more Vietnamese lives-that have
been lost in the slaughter.

I say this belieVing that the United States
never should have backed French colonial
Ism In Indochina from 1945 to 1954; never
should have supported Diem's mandarin dic
tatorship from 1955 to 1963; and ne,'er
should have committed Its power since 1963
to the present to generals who fought
against their own country's independence.
But the question then arises, how should
we extract ourselves from the tragedy in
Which we never should have been involved

Percy
Prouty
Randolph
Russell
Saxbe
Scott
Smith, Maine
Smith, Ill.
Sparkman
Spong
Stennis
Stevens
Talmadge
Thurmond
Tower
Wllliams, Del.
Young, N. Oak.

Montoya
Muskie
Nelsen
Pastare
Pell
Proxmire
Ribicotr
Schweiker
Symington
Tydings
Wllliams. N.J.
Yarborough
Young, Ohio

NAYS-55
Ervin
Fannin
Fong
Goldwater
Gore
Griffin
Gurney
Hansen
H"lland
Holllngs
Hruska
Jackson
Jordan, N.C.
Jordan, Idaho
McClellan
McGee
Mlller
Murphy
Pearson

Aiken
Allen
Allott
Baker
Bellmon
Bennett
Bible
Boggs
Byrd, Va.
Byrd, W. Va.
Cook
Cooper
Cotton
Curtis
Dodd
Dole
Dominick
Eastland
Ellender

Bayh
Brooke
Burdick
Case
Church
Cranston
Eagleton
Fuibright
Goodell
Gravel
Harris
Hart
Hartke

PRESENT AND GIVING A LIVE PAIR, AS
PREVIOUSLY RECORDED-1

Long, against.
NOT VOTING-5

Anderson Moss Packwood
Cannon Mundt

So the McGovern-Hatfield amend
ment (No. 862) was rejected.

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I move
to reconsider the vote by which the
amendment was rejected.

Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I move to
lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

HATFIELD-M'GOVERN PLAN OUR BEST HOPE

Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. Mr. President,
39 Senators today in giving their sup
port of the Hatfield-McGovern amend
ment have spoken out in clear and con
vincing terms that the United States
must disengage and withdraw our com
bat troops from Vietnam next year. There
were six absentees. Fifty-five Senators
voted "no."

In my jUdgment, Mr. President, while
we Senators who supported this amend
ment represented approximately 42 per
cent of those Senators present and vot
ing, I am personally convinced that a
clear majority of American people, if a
referendum were taken, would urge that
we withdraw all of our fighting men from
Southeast Asia next year.

It is unfortunate, Mr. President, that
we have been maintaining in power a
militarist regime in Saigon which lacks
the support of South Vietnamese people
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and voting, the Senator from Nevada
(Mr. CANNON) would vote "nay."

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
MUNDT) is absent because of illness.

The Senator from Oregon (Mr. PACK
WOOD) is necessarily absent.

If present and voting, the Senator
from South Dakota (Mr. MUNDT) and
the Senator from Oregon t.Mr. PACK
WOOD) would each vote "nay."

The result was announced-yeas 39,
nays 55, as follows:

(No. 278 Leg.]
YEAS-39

Hatfield
Hughes
Inouye
Javits
Kennedy
Magnuson
Mans!leld
Mathias
McCarthy
McGovern
i\.1cIl1tyre
Metcalf
Mondale


